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1. Introduction

High-energy physics is about to enter a new era where the cost

per experiment is much higher than in the past. This is a consequence

of the tendency of forefront experiments to be characterized by much

higher center-of-mass particle collision energies. For hadron-hadron

colliders, the direction the field is taking has been fostered by the

introduction of two new technologies. The superconducting magnet has

opened the door to high-intensity, DC magnet operation at high parti-

cle-beam energies and beam-cooling techniques allows the buildup of in-

tense antiproton beams for single-ring proton-antiproton colliders.

At this stage, mid CY1982, the High-Energy Physics field is at

a crossroads. For hadron physics, two new facilities are planned in

the coating five years. The superconducting magnet fixed target facil-

ity at Fermilab will be operational in the next couple of years and

provide the bulk of the experiments at the highest available fixed-

target beam energies. The proton-antiproton facility at Fermilab will

be completed in 1986 or thereabouts and provides experiments at the

energy frontier, about 2 TeV reaction energy. With this forthcoming

experimental capability, what should the future direction be? The

HEPAF subpanel on Accelerator R&D recommended that a substantial ef-

fort, about 4Z of the high energy physics budget, be devoted to long

range accelerator R&D so that new technologies be available to allow

experimental capability to extend into new particle energy regions. An

optimistic view is that such new technologies would be implemented by

the turn of the century. But this leaves us Kith the current limited

experimental capacity for the next 10-20 years - that is, unless we



can imaginatively stretch existing technologies to develop large but

economic accelerator facilities.

This is the direction chosen in Western Europe where a facility

using an approximately 25 km circular-type accelerator will be

constructed. The United States high energy physics program could well

adopt a similar approach. Thus, it is interesting to consider the

limits encountered as we attempt to design larger and larger rings to

fill the high energy physics experimentation gap in the period

covering about the next twenty years. In particular: What reaction

energies can be reached? Do the expected event rates allow feasible

experimentation? Can an economically realistic yet sufficiently versa-

tile program be developed and built in a reasonable time frame? To an-

swer these questions is of course the process of designing the facil-

ity and in general there is no set logical pattern to accomplish this.

The objective then is to investigate whether existing technology

might be extrapolated to provide the conceptual framework for a major

hadron-hadron collider facility for high energy physics experimenta-

tion for the remainder of this century. One contribution to this

large effort is to formalize the methods and mathematical tools neces-

sary. In what follows, therefore, the main purpose is to introduce

the student to basic design procedures. From these follow the funda-

mental characteristics of the facility: its performance capability,

its size, and the nature and operating requirements on the accelerator

components, and with this knowledge, we can determine the technology

and resources needed to build the new facility.



2. Ring Magnetic Configuration

A. Linear Focusing System

The focusing character of a ring can be described by Hill's

equation,

y" + K(s)y - 0 (2.1)

where y is the displacement from a closed (periodic) orbit, s is the

distance measured along the orbit and R(s) is a gradient restoring

function which is also periodic along the ring circumference with

period L.

Let H(s/s ) be the matrix which transforms any solution from

s to s . (See reference 2 for definitions.)

Problem 1; Show from (2.1) that det (M(S/S )) is independent of s and

is therefore unity.

Start by writing

M(s/sQ)
Q

C(s/s ) S(s/s )
O 0

C' (s /s ) S'(s/s )o o ,

(2.2)

and find an expression for the derivative of (CS'-SC).

Let M(s) 5 M(s+L/s) be the matrix which transforms any solu-

tion from s through a period to s+L.

Problem 2: Show, using (2.1), that Tr(M(s)) is independent of s and

can therefore be written in the general form

Tr(M(s)) • 2 cosy (y is a complex number)



Start by writing

M(s+L/s)

M22 ( 8 ).

(2.3)

and find an expression for the derivative of (it,.(s) +

With the above two properties of M(s), i.e., det (M(S)) - 1,

Tr(M(s)) « 2 cosy, we can solve the eigenvalue problem for the matrix

M(s).

Problem 3; Show that the eigenvalues of M(s) are

X -

and that the eigenvectors y (s) are given by

7 ±

(2.4)

(2.5)

where $(s) is a periodic function of 8, satisfying the

equation

(2.6)

and i|)(s) the phase function satisfies

(s)

and we define i|>(s+L) -

(2.7)



Since we have introduced the periodic function, $(s) and

the phase function i|;(s), the general matrix M(s/s ) can be written

in terms of these functions.

Problem 4; Introduce a new variable r|(t|>) in place of y(s) by

y(s) ,
(2.8)

where

Show that n satisfies the equation

n - o .

(2.9)

(2.10)

Show that this equation can be solved in matrix form:

(2.11)

where

cos(i|H>

(2.12)

and note that S N(T|IHJJO) .



Now, show that the old and new coordinates are related by

- B(s)

Y(s)

y'Cs)

(2.13)

where

B(s)

8"Js(s)a(s)

(2.14)

with a(s)

Thus the matrix M(s/s ) can be written:
o

M(s/s0)

and we find

M(s) - B~X(s) N(y)B(s)

Multiplying this out gives

M(s)

co3U + asinu

cosy * as my

(2.15)

where we have written y » (1 + a )/S<

Problem 5: Since the matrix M is given by

M(s) - B x(s) N(y)B(s)



with N(y) a rotation matrix (angle y), show that

N(ky)B(s), for increasing k.

Thus, it follows that the motion is stable if y is real

and unstable if y has an imaginary component (i.e. stable

if Tr(M) < 2].

Problem 6: In normal coordinates, using the matrix r\ m I , we have

that

Tn n is an invariant,

with the superscript T signifying transpose. This follows

from the fact that

Thus we have

T T T
11 » y B By is an invariant, independent of s.

Thus, show that at each point s, the particle trajectory

is given by

e - yy2 + 2ayy' + 8y'2 . (2.16)

Show that ire is the area of an ellipse and that the maximum

value of y is /ejT.

Thus, i f we take e to be the ellipse corresponding to the

particle of "maximum" amplitude, e then represents a char-



acteristic of the beam, namely the phase space area

occupied by the beam of particles circulating in the ring.

Matching

Consider a set of n sections each defined by a periodic

matrix M: M.(s), M-(s), .... M (s). The sections are said to be

matched if the values of B(s) and ot(s) at the ends of the sections are

equal. Given such matched sections, we can link them together, build-

ing new systems without changing the linear focusing properties of the

component sections. Further, the phase advance of the full system (y)

is just the sum of the phase advances of each segment (y,, .... y )•

To see this, write

M.(s) » B^Cs) N(y.)B(s) .

If the sections to be linked are matched, the matrices B(s) are the

same from section to section at matched points, s. Thus, linking the

segments at equivalent points, s, we have M(s) • M.(s) .... M (s) *

N(y)B(s).

Problem 7: Find an expression for (a, B» y) at s2 in terms of its

values at s, and the matrix MCs./s,). TO do this, write

or simply

M - B"1

Manipulate this as follows:

Multiply by B2: B2M - N(\|>21)B1

8



Take transpose: MTB_" • B^NT0|>2,)

T TMultiply two expressions: M B-B-M •

.T.
since N l

Note

1

Therefore:

T
B*

"Y

M

!1 ". BIB1

or,

r2 - (M
T)"1r1 M " 1

Particle Bending and Momentum Dispersion Function

The bending is included in the focusing equation by de-

fining the displacement relative to a curved orbit - the equilibrium

orbit. This orbit is defined for a particular momentum, the central

momentum. A particle whose momentum deviates from this central value

will have a displaced orbit. The orbit for an off-momentum particle

is described in terms of the dispersion function. If y(s) is an orbit

for a particle with relative momentum deviation Ap/p, then the dis-

persion function n(s) is defined by the expression

y(s) » n(s) Ap/p . (2.17)



This function can be found from the focusing equation (in the plane of

bending) by including the bending term for a momentum deviating from

the central, value:

ip (2.18)

where p(s) is the radius of curvature in the bending sections of the

ring.

This equation can be written in matrix form. If we repre-

sent the solution in the interval between s and s by
o *

X(s) -C(s/s )x(sj + S(s/s )x'(s ) + D(s/s ) Ap/p (2.19)
n O " O O "• O O

then we have D(s /s ) « D'(s /s ) • 0 and we can introduce a matrix M
o o o o

to describe the evolution in s of the system by

X<«>

X'(s) | - M(s/so) [ x'<«o> I (2.20)

.Ap/p

The matrix M(s/s ) can be written in terms of fhe matrix M(s/s ) and
o o

the vector m(s/s ) by

(2.21)

with

10



'C(s/so) S(s/s0)

M(s/so) -I | (2.22)

C'(s/so) S'Cs/s

and

mC»/so) -I 1 (2.23)

Finding Che periodic matrix M(s+L/s) of period L allows us to

determine the dispersion function,

Tl =( j (2.24)

Problem 8: Show that the dispersion vector r\ can be found from the

equation

C
fr\

j M(s+L/s)| 1 (2.25)

When multiplied out, this can be written

Tl - M(s+L/s)n + m(s+L/s) (2.26)

or

(l-M)"1* . (2.27)

11



Thus, the problem of finding the dispersion function reduces to find-

ing the periodic matrix M and the periodic vector m.

Dispersion matching can be performed when a given structure requires

the insertion of new segments. In the case that the dispersion func-

tion vector of the input segment is not the same as the dispersion

function at the point of insertion, the calculation must be performed

using the total new structure as the unit of periodicity. If the dis-

persion function of the inserted segment is matched at both ends

(i.e., matched and periodic), then the dispersion function for the new

structure is the linked function for the original structure and the in-

sertion.

Problem 9; Let M, and M- be the matrices representing two segments.

The dispersion functions for these segments are

n. - (l-M.)'
1*. i - 1,2 (2.28)

' i l l

For a matched insertion, rj. " f|2*

Show that the combined periodic matrix can be written

(M« MM HI m_ +m. >

I (2.29)

and the dispersion function n is given by

' ( M + ) , and that n » T)^ » n 2 (2.30)

12



B. Design of a Lattice Structure

Ring Layout

There are essentially three main features to the design of

the magnet configuration of a hadron collider: the curved arc, which

has the bending function and consists of a series of bending cells;

the dispersion suppressor, which reduces the dispersion function to

zero at the end of the curved arc; and the straight section which pro-

vides the magnet free space for large equipment, including the space

for experiments.

CENTER OF
SUPERPERIOD

. J^- 4.
CELLS DISPERSION j STRAIGHT

[* SUPERPERIOD) SUPPRESSOR SECTION

Figure 2.1. General Ring Configuration

The general ring layout is in the form of superperiods. One-

half a superperiod is sketched in Figure 2.1. A simple concept is

to consider the cell units as simple FODO structures, the dispersion

suppressor as a number of cells with reduced bending, and the straight

section as composed essentially of a long drift from one end to a strong

focusing doublet and another drift to the focus point which is the cen-

ter of the straight section as well as the superperiod center.

The cell elements are bending magnets (B) and focusing (QF)

and defocusing (QD) quadrupoles. The quadrupole function by defini-

13



B

-

QD

•

*

B

» ,
2 * B

1

Figure 2.2. The Arc Cells: Standard F0D0 Configuration.

S, is the cell length.

tion refers to the horizontal dimension. A schematic of the cell

structure is shown in Figure 2.2.

The cell length (ij is determined by the bending length

<£ ), the quadrupole length (2£,Q), and the space between magnetic ele-

ments used for correction elements, magnet end equipment, vacuum equip-

ment, diagnostic elements and the like. If f is the fraction of magnet

length needed as free space, we can write

(2.31)

Magnet Technology

The actual field level and configuration of the ring mag-

net will be determined by the state of magnet technology. Present

technology allows the production of magnetic fields on the order of 5

T. This roughly corresponds to quadrupole gradients on the order of

100 T/m or * pole tip field of 4 T in an 8 cm. coil diameter aperture.

14



Superconducting material development should allow the attainment of

higher field levels and gains in magnet fabrication techniques should

allow the development of smaller aperture quadrupoles. We can assume

for example that gains will be made in both areas and choose a field

level increased by a factor of 2, B » 10 T, and a quadrupole gradient

increased by a factor of 2-1/2, G • 250 T/m. On the other hand, if

cost is a primary consideration, it may be that minimum cost is

achieved by using low bending fields and low gradients, i.e., that the

cost of field is more expensive Chan real estate. Thus, we may wish

to lower the field to some optimum level, for example B • 2.5 T. Simi-

larly for the gradient, we might wish to choose a value in the range,

say, G * IOC T/m. As'we proceed with the lattice design, we will see

some implications of these various choices.

Thin Lens Cell Characteristics

The characteristics of the cell can be approximated using

thin lenses for quadrupoles and thin bending magnets.. The cell struc-

ture is therefore given in Figure 2.3.

^ B QD JB

v
- * • -K-

* c

Figure 2 ,3 . Thin Lens Arc Cell. FODO Structure with Total Bending

Power "B".

Let £g be the "real length" of the bending in one c e l l . The

angle of bend is given by

15



9 .!^.i$ . (2.32)
c Bp p

where (Bp) is the magnetic rigidity, related Co the momentum by;

Bp(Tm) » 3.3356 P (Gev/c) (2.33)

If £_ is the length of each quadrupole, then the effective

focusing strength of each quadrupole is given by

^ (2.34)
q

where G is the gradient, q is taken to be positive for a horizontally

focusing quadrupole.

Problem 10; Matrices for magnets and drifts can be obtained by

solving the focusing equations separately using the fact

that within any one element: p and K are constant. Find

matrix expressions for the 3 elements, quadrupole, drift

and bending magnet and take the limit of zero length

quadrupoles and dipoles. Show that the matrices of the

thin lens arc cell are given by:

%Qp: [ -%q 1 0 J QD:[ q 1 0 J ; q > 0

(2.35)

16



Problem 11; Take the thin lens matrices and drift matrix and form ap-

propriate products. To find 6 (horizontal), start

with *&_. Show in this way that at the middle of the
IT

quadrupoles:

- I C1 A ?in"/2J , (2.36)
max c sm|l
mj.n

where the cell phase advances, ]l is given by:

siny/2 - HXc<n . (2.37)

This can be achieved by using the 2-dimensional matrices.

To obtain the dispersion function, we must use the 3-

dimansional formulation. Forming products in the middle

of F and D quadrupoles respectively, show that the maximum

and minimum dispersion functions are given by

fl ± %siny/2l . (2.38)n , i 9 i
max 2 c c 1 - cosy
min

Show that this could be obtained in a simpler way by using

the symmetry of the dispersion function at the quadrupole

centers (i.e. that their derivatives are zero). Thus,

write the matrix from the center of an F quadrupole to the

center of a D quadrupole. This matrix will then transform

the dispersion from the value (T\nax/°) to (n • /o). Ex-

press this in 3-dimensional matrix language and solve for

a n d

17



Show that in the case of a 90° phase advance per c e l l , then

the c e l l length, % and the quadrupole strength q are sim-

ply related by

and the maximum and minimum values of 0 and r\ are given

by:

6max " lSl ± !* / 7) ' (2.39)
min

nm a x - S56CZCC i ± V ? ) . (2.40)
min

Standard Cell Design

There are many ways to develop designs for a given momentum.

One choice is to fix the bending field and quadrupole gradient as

given by independent technological and cost considerations. Also the

amount of free space required (as determined by the quantity f) is

given by independent needs. With this logic, there is only one other

free choice available and this is essentially the focusing nature of

the cells: Do we want stronger focusing with relatively small 0 and n

or weaker focusing with larger values for 0 and n? This can be done

simply by choosing the total number of cells required to bend the beam

in a full circle. Actually this leads to a contradiction in that some

additional bending will be required in the matching of the straight in-

sertions — for example, in the dispersion suppressor regions. In

large, high energy rings, this will be a small effect. We will accept

18



the discrepancy, assuming i t will be resolved in the more detailed com-

putations to follow.

Thus, we have given, the bending field, B, the quadrupole

gradient, 6, the fraction of space needed for correction magnets and

non-magnetic elements, f, the to ta l number of standard bending cel ls

needed, n , and the momentum, p .

Problem 12A; Choose B - 10 T, G - 250 T/m, f - 0 . 1 , p - 20 TeV/c,

and nc - 800(y/cell - 90°).

Develop the parameters as follows

Parameter Value Source

sc

9c

max

Bmin

Vx

'Wn
vsc

6652.0m

52.24m

9.58m.

0.036m"1

78.56m

62.85km

7.85mrad

134.1m

23.0m

0.42m

0.20m

200

p - 3.33 p/B

lo « 2?rp/n

(a quadratic in &-J

q -. Gt /(6p)

I - /8/q

sc

- Vp

r
i

B _ - Ac(i±V2)max
min

mm

sc
Problem 12B; Perform the same analysis with B " 2.5 T, G • 100 T/m,

f - 0.05, p - 20 TeV/c, and n<. - 800 (y/cell - 90°).

19



Dispersion Suppressor

At the end of each straight section, we can place a number

of standard 1/2-cells with reduced bending. An appropriate location of

bending magnets will result in a zero dispersion (n * n • 0). We can

end the suppressor with a half standard magnet so that by definition

the straight section is initiated at a focus (ot~ • cu. • 0). For an

antisymmetric straight section, the ends should have opposite quadrupole

types. Thus, we consider two suppressor sections for the two ends of

the straight section, one ending with a h Q-, quadrupole and the other

with a % Q_ quadrupole. A schematic is shown in Figure 2.4.

Problem 13: Try to find a particular solution for the dispersion sup-

pressor as sketched in Figure 2.5.

Assume that "thin" magnets can be used.

(1) Show that the value of the dispersion function falls

to zero at the second Q- from its value f| at the cen-

ter of the first QF if the phase advance is 90
p per

cell.

(2) For thin magnets, a single bend (the sum of B. a*vi

B.) is sufficient to take the dispersion vector to

zero when placed at the second Q_. Show that the

bending strength needed is simply given by

B - n/B (i.e. n ^ / B ^ ) (2.41)

or.

£0.8 (2.42)

20
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Bl QF

1 !

B2
u
QO

D
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H •

QD
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I I.U.I I.

Bl QF B2
D
QD

Fig. 2.4 Dispersion suppressor for antisymmetric straight section. Bl and
B2 are bends chosen to produce zero dispersion following B2.



iQF QD
v

QF QD

2

B
_*_

A

B2
•X—

A

Figure 2.5. Sketch of a Dispersion Suppressor.

(3) Is this realistic for non-zero bending magnet lengths?

C. Straight Section: Antisymmetric Low B Insertion

To design a straightforward antisyrnmetrie insertion (without

dispersion), consider a simple doublet. If the focal length is large

compared to the doublet spacing, we can obtain a simple approximate ex-

pression for it.

Problem 14: Take a thin lens doublet with spacing I and strength q

for each quadrupole. If L is the distance to the focus

(L » 4), then show that the inverse focal length is

given by q I and so

(2.43)

This means to achieve a focus the quadrupoles must be capa-

ble of the strength q, given by

„ 1 . (2.44)

Problem 15: Let the low 3 value be 3*. Show that the conditions for

a focus are essentially independent of 3* as long as the

22



phase advance from the doublet to the focus is near 90°.

& in the doublet is however a strong function of B*.

Show that the $ rises from the focus to values (1) at the

doublet entrance, given by

^ ( 2' 4 5 )

and (2) at the 2nd quadrupole (when i t i s focusing), given

by

„, u „ L2 f, x /T\ J^2 (2.46)
B(peak) ~ g* U +^ij + LJ *

On the other hand, by appropriately choosing the strength

of the doublet, we can approximate the matching require- .

ments at the entrance to the insertion, requiring perhaps

a low strength quadrupole or doublet to complete the

matching to the cells. The general character of the 8-

functions is sketched in Figure 2.6.

Problem 16; Assume an input set a, 8, y for the betatron functions.

Show that through a thin quadrupole of strength q the

changes in these functions is

Aa » q3 {if q<0, Aa>0, then focusing}

and AS * 0 .

Show that through a drift of length s; the changes are

given by

23



Fig. 2.6 Antisymmetric straight section with doublet focusing. Lo is the
approximate distance from the doublet, to the cell matching point,



Aa • -ys

2
A8 • -2os + ys .

2
In both cases y " (l+<* )/8 at all points.

Problem 17: Take the parameters of the cell given previously,

^max/min " {134-W23 .<>•}. Take 8* - 10m, L - 120m, and

I » 12m. Take L to be somewhere in the region of 150m.

Show that approximate matching values can be obtained as

a result of the great sensitivity to the value of q.

Take q in the region of 0.035m

Problem 18; It is clear from the above doublet analysis that a low 0*

is directly related to a maximum 8 Which increases

inversely to 0*. However because at high energies the

vaue of q is limited by achievable gradients, the low 8

is obtained by moving the focusing system away from the

focus, thus increasing the focal length and therefore the

quadrupole strengths required. This makes the 8 maximum

larger for a given 8*. We then could ask whether it is

possible to design a more complex focusing system which

would allow a lower 0*, which would be within the techno-

logical capability of the gradients, and which would sat-

isfy a maximum constraint of 0 through the quadrupole

focusing system. For example, in the case of problem

17, could a focusing system be achieved which would achieve

0* • 2m but keep the 8(peak) down below about 5000m?

Note that in the example given, a 8* • 2m would corre-

spond to a 8(peak) around 15000m. If you can achieve

25



such a solution, you aust then- ask if there are any prob-

lematic chromatic effects?

3. Synchronous Acceleration

Particles can be accelerated by an alternating high frequency

electric field. When a particle crosses the gap of the radiofrequency

accelerating cavity, it will be accelerated by the potential differ-

ence experienced. A synchronous particle is one whose revolution fre-

quency f is an integer multiple of the rf frequency f f. The integer

is the harmonic number h and the relation is

£rf " h fs * C 3 > 1 )

The rf phase of a particle is defined as the phase of the rf voltage

which exists at the time Che particle passes through the cavity. For

a synchronous particle, its phase is a constant, <J> . Therefore the

energy gain per turn for the synchronous particle, <5E , is simply

6Es - eV si»|>g (3.2)

where V is the peak voltage at the accelerating gap. Particle's posi-

tion in the longitudinal phase space is given by the azimuthal posi-

tion and energy. For the synchronous particle we designate 9 as the

azimuthal position relative to a coordinate moving around the ring at

the synchronous frequency (e.g. 0 • 4>a/
n) a n d E. •• the synchronous

energy.

In terms of these parameters, consider now the kinematics of a

non-synchronous particle. Let the particle have a frequency f,

differing from the synchronous frequency by Af. Then the particle's

26



rf phase $(t) and azimuth 6(t) will slip at a rate given by the fre-

quency difference:

. Id*. II (3.3)

where 6 is Measured (relative to the synchronous particle) positive in

'the direction of notion. The difference in frequency can be expressed

in terms of a momentum or energy difference. The frequency slip fac-

tor, n, connects frequency and momentum:

11 " f dp 2 " 2
t '

2
where Y t is the transition energy (a * 1/Yt is the momentum

compaction factor) and Y is the relativistic energy in proton mass

units. Since dE/dp - B, the phase slip expression can be written in

terms of the energy difference, AE, from the synchronous energy:

2TTTlhf V

where p i s measured in energy units ( e . g . eV, e lec tron-vo l t s ) .

To obtain the dynamics for the motion of the nonsynchronous par-

t i c l e we aust consider the energy changes as the gap i s crossed. Let

us ideal ize the rf structure of the accelerator. Let V be an e f fec -

t ive peak voltage for the whole circumference and l e t us presume that

the rf cavity phasing i s such that at each gap the phase i s unaltered.

Thus we have that the energy gain for a whole revolution i s V sin+(t)

or averaging over the time for one revolution gives us the rate of

energy change
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I - .v .**<«> ( 3-«

Since for a synchronous particle,

s- • eV sin<t>
E s •

we have

A(f) - eV (sinj) - si»|>s) . (3.8)

Problem: Show that

(E d__ AE. (3.9)
f " dt ^ « ,

Explain and use the fact that Af * (df/dE) AE to first order in the

differences, A. Thus we have the equation for the energy difference,

AE:

_ , . . . . . (3.10)
eV (sin<|> - sm(|ig) .

The phase s l ip $ can also be written to first order in the differ-

ences from the synchronous energy:

„
V

\fe can obtain a second order equation for the phase $ by combining

the last two expressions:
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I T (( 2-x) | ? ) - eV(sin<j> - sin* ) - 0 (3.12)
d t ZTTTlhf; d t s

Small Amplitude Oscillations

The phase can be approximated by setting d> -•- d>_ -»- Ad> and

taking A$ « 1 to first order. Assuming also constant synchronous

parameters, we obtained the linearized equation in $ for small

amplitude synchrotron oscillations:

dt
-z (A*) +fl* A* - 0 , ( 3 * 1 3 )

with 12 » 2irv f , where v f is the synchrotron frequency and v is
S S 3 3 S S

the synchrotron wave number, given by

Vs l 2lT$pg

Thus, we have stable oscillatory motion AS long as TI COS4» < 0. Below

transition (i.e. y < y or Tl < 0), we require for stability cos* > 0

which means that for acceleration (sind > 0) , the synchronous phase

is stable if 0 < <j>g < ir/2. Similarly, above transition stable

oscillations occur if ir/2 < $ < ir. These conditions are known as

phase stability for synchrotron motion. At transition, n -*• 0 and the

synchrotron frequency vanishes, and there is no phase stability. In

order to have some means of stability in crossing transition, we must

remove one of our assumptions, namely the constancy of the synchronous

parameters.

Problem; (a) Find the phase equation assuming that n/p_ is a linear

function of time.
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(b) Show that the solution can be expressed in terms of

Bessel functions of order 2/3.

(c) Show that the solution remains finite as y goes through

V
(d) Show that sharp bunching and a corresponding increase

in the energy oscillation results as transition is

approached.

(e) Show that by introducing a shift in the synchronous

phase (e.g. by a perturbation in the applied frequency

for a certain time period), phase stability can be

reestablished after crossing transition. How far above

transition must we go? How much time is available?

Invariant of the Motion and Bunch Dimensions

The small amplitude motion is simple harmonic. An invariant of

the motion is simply:

(A$)2 + G,(A<1>)2 - constant (3.15)

A beam of particles can be characterized by a set of such invariant

curves. The largest of such cirves defines the beam boundary. Its

area is defined as the longitudinal emittance of the beam. We use the

two units A0 and AE/2irf rather than A$ and A$ to define the

invariant area. These are linearly related by

* - - £ * • (3a6)

and
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AE m
 g p s A* ^ (3.17)

2Kfs (2irfa)V

In particular we have the area A given by

AA

where (A9) and (AE) are the limits in the trajectory. A is themax max

invariant area of a single bunch in a radiofrequency system of a har-

monic number h.

Now, suppose we have a bunch of area A (eV-sec). What are the

dimensions in length and energy? The invariant tells us that

max V m a x ' ( 3 ' 1 9 )

which can be written as

(AE)max . ? V s , _ (3.20)
S 8

Thus, the area may be written as

» _ — " tia\— _ ^ _ f " " " 1 V3.21}

8 9 3

or

and
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The bunch length Ao can be written in terms of (A6) using AG
o max

3 9

and the momentum spread can be written as

O.25)

4. Colliding Beam Performance

An evaluation of a given colliding beam configuration involves

a discussion of both beam and technology limits. The parameters that

define the performance for experiments are the reaction energy, the av-

erage luminosity (i.e. the event rate for unit cross section), the

shape of the overlap of the counter-rotating beams, the time structure

of the collisions, the length of free space around the collision re-

gion for experimental apparatus and the background from a variety of

sources. The first step to the development of a given colliding beam

facility is then to design the accelerator and beam within the con-

straints imposed by the existing technology to achieve the performance

characteristics desired. These characteristics are naturally more or

less coupled. However, each is tied to one or more gross features of
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the machine and/or beam. The six performance characteristics can be

measured in terms of the six parameters:

the center-of-mass energy of collision, W;

the average luminosity, L;

a beam overlap length, x;

the peak luminosity) L;

the free space from the collision point to the first ring mag-

netic element *•-. : and

the background, the ratio of events that confuse the measurement

of a given process to the events to be measured, b.

A. Beam Energy and Beam Characteristics

The center-of-mass collision energy is simply twice the beam

energy. The energy influences accelerator components, e.g. magnets,

as well as beam characteristics. The impact on magnets has been

discussed previously. Many properties of the beams are functions of

energy, such as synchrotron radiation, coherent instability thresholds

and others.

Some basic beam characteristics such as beam size are also

energy dependent. Actually it is convenient to describe the beam

bunch in terms of adiabatic invariants, quantities that are invariant

when the beam energy changes slowly, that is slow compared to the char-

acteristic oscillation frequencies, that is, for the betatron and

synchrotron oscillations. The transverse emittance can be written in

adiabatic invariant form. In terms of E, the phase space area

occupied by the beam, we can write an adiabatic invariant E, by

The longitudinal emittance, A, representing the longitudinal phase
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space area, is also an adiabatie invariant. Thus, if we assume chat

E and A are given and are unaltered in the acceleration process, the

beam bunch characteristics can be computed at any energy if we are

given the focusing characteristics, both transverse and longitudinal.

Problem:

1) Take the lattice developed with 10 Tesla dipoles, 250 T/m

quadrupoles, a 10Z cell space for other components, and a

90° phase advance per cell. For a 20TeV/c momentum, show

that with 800 cells we can get a relatively strong focusing

with a maximum $ of 134m.

2) Show that an antisymmetric insertion can be designed in a

total length of about 600m and a 6* at the center of 10m is

reasonable. Show that the maximum 6 in the focusing doublet

is less than 3000m. What happens if you go down to B*"2m?

Is it possible to keep 8 down?

3) Using F and D dispersion suppressors for matching to the

straight section, show that the circumference of this ma-

chine for 4 insertions is 66.35km.

4) Do the same for a lattice with 2.5 Tesla dipoles, 100 T/m

quadrupoles, a 10Z extra cell space, and a 90° phase advance

per cell. Assume 20TeV/c momentum and 400 cells. This is

a much weaker focusing structure. Show that the maximum 8

value is 791 meters. Take 4 straight sections and F and D

dispersion suppressors and show that the circumference is

194.25km.



Problem: The Momentum Compaction Factor and the Transition Energy

(a) Define the moraentum compaction factor a by

62. m n A£ (4.1)
C p

where SI i s the orbit di lat ion, C the circumference

and Ap/p the relative momentum deviation. Define the

transition Energy y in terms of a by

a - l/y2
t (4.2)

Show that a can be written approximately as

a " 7Z * n(a)ds,
PP mag

where the integral i s taken over the bending magnets

only.

(b) Show from the basic equation for off-momentum orbits ,

using Fourier decomposition, that the momentum

compaction factor and the transition energy are approxi-

mately related to the horizontal tune, v by: a £ 1/v ,

Yt $ V. Use the ce l l structure given above and the

more accurate expression for a given in the f irs t part

of this problem, and compute a and y . Compare these

with the approximate values, i . e . yt$V>

Let us assume that beams can be produced and maintained with

—6adiabatic invariants E and A given by: E • lir x 10 radian-meters

and A • 0.5 eV-sec per bunch. Then we can calculate bunch dimensions.
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Using the stronger focusing lattice, we can develop the table on the

following page. The rf system is taken to be a 50MHz frequency system

with a peak voltage of 1 MV.

Problem; Perform the same computation of beam bunch properties for

the weaker focusing magnetic lattice and dipoles of 25 kG.

Contrast the two cases.

8. Beam Collision Geometry

There are a variety of ways in which the beams may be made to

collide. If we are considering collisions of protons and antiprotons,

there is the opportunity to use a single ring with protons and

antiprotons circulating in opposite directions, similar to the design

of electron-positron colliders. Here the collisions are head-on with

tight bunches. The main limit is the number of bunches simultaneously

circulating. If no special effort is made to prevent beam collisions

other than at particular regions where experiments have been located,

with more than a few bunches per beam, collisions will occur at

"unwanted" places resulting in luminosity and beam lifetime

reductions. On the other hand, if the number of bunches is

deliberately kept low to minimize these "unwanted" beam-beam

interactions, then there results a luminosity limit because the aver-

age luminosity is directly proportional to the bunch frequency. In

the case of protons on protons, we must use two separate rings for the

two beams. The immediate impact is that the single ring limit on the

number of bunches is removed because the bunches of each beam circu-

late independently and are brought into collision with extra bending

magnets at the desired experimental points.
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Table: Bunch Characteristics

Energy, E(TeV), y

Normalized Emittance, E(rad-m)

rms transverse size, g(cell) • 134m

rms size at collision point, 8 « 10m

(a*(rms) - (ty*/^)*}

Longitudinal Bunch Area, A

rf Systems Parameters

Frequency, f _

Peak Voltage, V

Stable Phase Angle <J>

Machine Radius, R » C/2TT

Revolution Frequency, £ • C/2irR

^ r
Harmonic Number, h « ̂

Tune, v (cells + 4 Disp. supp. + 4

insertions)

Transition Energy (Y C $ v)

Frequency Slip Factor, 5 • l/yt

Synchrotron Wave Number, v.
s

{va - (hn eV cos* /2TTK)*
5}

S 9

Momentum Width, Ap/p

{AP/P - ± (2A frev

Bunch Length, lQ

{*B - ± R(2A frev

20 (21322)

lir x 10 radian-meters

32.4 ym

8.8 ym

0.5

50

eV-sec

MHz

1 MV

0 degrees

10.

4.5

11,

207

207.5

2.3

56 km

kHz

111

.5

xlO"5

4.5 x 10"5 (2.2 x 104 re-

volutions per oscillations)

± 2.1 x 10-5

±0.11 m
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The nature of the beam-beam force is different for the vari-

ous collision geometries. We might expect, therefore, that the limita-

tion on luminosity of the beam-beam force would also be different.

This is contrary to what has been termed "conventional wisdom" where

a beam-beam strength of about 5 x 10 tune shift is adopted indepen-

dent of the collision geometry. A clear theoretical resolution of

this point has not been developed and the experimental evidence on the

beam-beam force is sketchy: The ISR operates with very low tune shift

due to the large crossing angle and the accelerator experiments on the

pp single ring configuration at the CERN SPS are in the very early

stages. What we will do here is to give a qualitative account of the

different beam collision configurations, showing how each has its own

characteristic nature. Since we do not know the precise physical mech-

anisms by which beam-beam effects become manifest, we cannot derive a

quantitative ranking of the various systems. We will describe

qualitatively the four different configurations:

pp - head-on bunches; single ring

pp - head-on bunches, two rings

pp - crossing DC beams; two rings

pp - crossing bunches; two rings

Head-On Bunch Collisions

When two counter-rotating bunches collide, whether proton on

proton (2 rings) or proton on antiproton (single ring), the transverse

beam-beam force strength is characterized along the collision path by

the beta function and by the longitudinal bunch density distribution.

If p(s) is the bunch density along the particle path s (s • o is the
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center of the collision region), the effect on a particle passing

through the oppositely moving bunch is, roughly speaking, a sum over

the product 0(s)p(s).

Problem: (a) Show that in the case of round beams, the product

$(s)p(s) is independent of 6 and that there is,

therefore, no modulation of the force as particles exe-

cute synchrotron oscillations in the bunches moving

from front to back and so on.

(b) If the horizontal and verticle 0 functions are differ-

ent, then the product is a function of 0. Show that

this is so for both horizontal and vertical betatron no-

tion. Show that the dependence is the square root of

the ratio of 6-functions. Show in this case that there

is a modulation of the beam-beam effect at the

synchrotron frequency due to the varying conditions of

overlap of 0 and p.

(c) If p(s) is the density distribution of a bunch, show

that the density distribution seen by a particle in the

other bunch when passing through the first bunch is

compressed. Show that the distribution actually experi-

enced by the other beam can be formally written as:

p(s) - p(2s) . (4.4)

There are two interesting chracteristics of head-on bunch

coll isions. The first relates to the difference in the pp (2 rings)

and pp (single ring) configurations. In the single ring case, the
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bunches are acted on by identical forces for those effects that are

slow compared to a revolution period. Thus, if the initial conditions

are identical, the orbits are identical, (in the electron-positron

case, the orbits are determined by radiation effects and so are inde-

pendent of the initial conditions.) In the 2 ring case, the beams

have to be brought into collision by bending magnets from separate

rings. The orbits of the 2 beams are, therefore independent and the

beams must be directed toward each other. Relative orbit errors are,

therefore, a source of beam-beam resonance excitation, as they are in

the 2 ring ISR pp system. This could be an important factor for beams

of micron transverse size where relative orbit alignment might be dif-

ficult. A second characteristic of head-on bunch collisions is that

in the case of round beams, equal 0-values and equal horizontal and

vertical betatron tunes, an "angular momentum11 integral of the motion

exists and the problem can be reduced from a coupled 2-transverse-

dimensional one to a 1-dimensional problem.

Problem: Write the equations of motion for the case of round beams,

equal 8f» and equal tunes.

(a) Introduce polar coordinates and find the "angular

momentum" invariant of the motion, J.

(b) Find the approximate new coordinates and show that the

problem can be reduced to a 1-D problem with constant

J.

Beams Crossing at a Non-Zero Angle

For two counter-rotating beams that cross at a non-zero angle,

a new function must be introduced to characterize the transverse dimen-
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sion of the interaction, that is, in addition to the functions 8(s)

and 0(s). Let us assume that the longitudinal density of the "target"

beam p(.s) is centered around s-o. This may not be the symmetry point

of the 6 function. Of course, if B* (i.e. S(o)) is sufficiently

large, we can treat B(s) * constant over the interaction region. In

this case, we can roughly characterize the beam-beam effect by the

product of two functions: the longitudinal density p(s) and a func-

tion characteristic of the transverse fields. In the plane normal to

the plane of crossing, this function is symmetric about the transvese

beam center; while in the crossing plane, it is antisymmetric. Thus,

we can express the strength of the beam-beam effect in rough terss by:

p_(q(s)) p(s) in the plane normal to the crossing

and

p' (q(s)] p(s) ia the crossing plane

where q(s) » <x(s-s ), with s the point at which the particle

transversing the target beam passes the transverse center of symmetry

of the target beam, and a is the crossing angle; p_ is a symmetric

function of q; and pi is an antisymmetric function of q. These

functions p_ and p' also have the property that they drop off

outside the transverse beam boundaries, i.e., *a q exceeds cr_, the

transverse beam size.

Problem: In the case of DC beams, p(s) » constant. Thus, show that

the total beam-beam effect (i.e., integrated over s) is zero

in the crossing plane.
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Thus, the beam-beam effect in the DC case with crossing

angle is 1-Dimensional. Further, there is no force modulation because

of the uniform longitudinal density distribution. However, since two

rings are involved, the beams must be "aimed at each other" for colli-

sion. The relative orbit alignment must be controlled only in the di-

mension normal to the crossing plane.

When the beams are bunched and cross at an angle, the situ-

ation is more complicated. The effective force becomes a function of

s , the point of crossing, and for a given particle this varies with

its position in the bunch at the synchrotron frequency.

Problem: (a) Show in the bunched beam case with a non-zero crossing

angle that in the plane normal to the crossing the

beam-beam effect is modulated with synchrotron fre-

quency. Find the irnnr'""l"n and minimum values using the

functions p and p_ and sketch a function over one

synchrotron period characterizing the strength of the

effect.

(b) Show that in the crossing plane the integrated effect

does not, in general, vanish as in the DC case. Show

that when the particle crosses at the center of the lon-

gitudinal distribution (i.e., at aQ » 0), then the ef-

fect vanishes. Show then that the effect is modulated

at the synchrotron frequency and changes sign within

each cycle. Sketch a function characterizing the ef-

fect over one synchrotron period using the functions

p' and p. What is its symmetry about the point s ?
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Can you estimate the maximum of this function assuming

some general properties of the functions p' and p?

Thus, in the case of bunched beams, crossing at an angle,

the 1-D nature of the DC case disappears. Do you think this is impor-

tant? In addition, if two rings are involved, the problem of relative

orbit alignment with small transverse beam sizes must also be dealt

with.

Problem: Discuss the problem of longitudinal bunch alignment. Is it

possible to accomplish this by phase adjustment? Describe

a practical procedure.

Problem: There has been a suggestion to increase the number of

bunches in the single ring pp case. The problem as we have

seen is that the bunches will collide in "unwanted"

locations, thereby degrading the luminosity. To avoid

this, the suggestion is to use electrostatic separators so

that the bunches are separated for the most part, except at

locations where experiments are to take place. Choose one

lattice which we have looked at and see if you can properly

place the separators so as to accomplish this. What

strengths are needed for 20 TeV beams? Can you achieve

head-on collisions? How many bunches can you fit in? Are

you concerned about the long range effects when the beams

pass each other? Discuss the symmetry of this effect. Is

there any cancellation? For what components of the

nonlinear force? Compare this effect with field errors aris-

ing from magnet coil misplacements.
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C. Luminosity Estimates and Limits

When short bunches collide, all hadron-hadron events take

place in short time intervals. If more than one event occurs during

this collision, experimental technology limits their usefulness for

some experiments. Although this type of condition is not precluded

for special experimental tests, for many of the experiments being

designed for high energy hadron-hadron colliders, this would be an un-

desirable situation. Thus we set a limit of, for example, 1 event per

bunch collision in the mean. Specifically, the probability distribu-

tion for the number of events per collision is the Poisson distribu-

tion expressed by the function

where n is the mean number of events per bunch collision and P is the

probability of n events given n.

Problem: Show that

(4.6)



Thus, for a mean of 1 event per bunch coll ision, we have that 37Z

of the time there will be no events, 372 of the time there will be

1 event and 26% of the time there will be more than 1 event in a

single bunch coll ision.

The constraint of n • 1 puts a limitation on the lumino-

s i ty . Since the total hadron-hadron cross-section will presumably

be in the range of ff_ £ 100 millibarns, varying like &n(s), we have a

rough limit on the luminosity per bunch coll is ion,

L * JL . 10
25 cm"2 . C4'7)

B a T

The only way to avoid this limitation is to significantly

dilute in time the event production - that is, reduce the peak luminos-

ity. However, it is important also to localize the events in space.

To achieve this, we can put a crossing angle into the collision geome-
>

try design. Thus, we can now spread out the events in time, but main-'

tain localization in space. The ideal way of accomplishing this is to

design the crossing with DC beams with a non-zero crossing angle.

This is optimum because in this configuration the peak and average

luminosities are the same. In principle, the crossing angle is not

necessary. But then bending magnets will be required to maintain the

space localization which greatly complicates the dynamics of beam sepa-

ration.

Problem; (a) Design a head-on DC beam collision region. Take 20 TeV

beams and a collision length of 50 cm. What do the

bending magnets look like? Where are they located? De-

scribe carefully the nature of the beam separation.
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(b) Consider DC beans crossing at an angle. For an rns

bean width in the crossing plane, <*„, express the

crossing angle in terns of <?„ and the design value for

the length of collision region. For a length of 50 cm

and beam size o\, of a few microns, what is the needed

crossing angle? What in this case is required to ade-

quately separate the beams? If no common bending mag-

nets are employed, at what distance will the beams be

separated by a sufficient distance to insert separate

magnets for each beam? Take the required separation to

be between 10 and 20 cm.

(c) Since the luminosity is proportional to the overlap of

the two densities, bunching the beam will give a

brighter luminosity for a given current«, Thus, if the

rings are. limited in total current, bunching increases

the average luminosity by increasing the peak luminos-

ity. Show in quantitative terms that this argument is

correct and find an expression for the increase as a

function of the bunching factors (bunch length/bunch

separation).

In the case of short bunch, head-on collisions, the average

luminosity L can be expressed in terms of the luminosity per bunch

collision L_ and the bunch frequency, fB:
O D

L - ffiLB , (4.8)
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where f_ • n_f , with n. the number of bunches in each beam and f__v

the particle revolution frequency.

Problem; Take a large ring of circumference 200 km. This corresponds

to a revolution frequency 1.5 kHz. Assume that the c o l l i -

sions are designed for the limiting luminosity per bunch

coll isions.

(a) Show that the average luminosity for 1 bunch per beam
28 —2 —1is L(l bunch) * 1.5 x 10 cm sec .

32 —2 —1

(b) Show that to achieve a luminosity of 10 cm sec ,

then almost 6700 bunches are needed. Show that in this

case the bunch separation is 30 m or 100 nsec.

(c) Consider two counter-rotating protons beams in separate

rings. If the bunch separation is 30 m in each ring,

then after a bunch coll is ion, at what distance is the

next encounter i f no measure is taken to separate the

beams? Design a beam separating system, ensuring that

the "next encounter" will be avoided. What does the

collision region look like i f we demand a separation at

the "would-be-next-encounter" point of 100 a (take a to

be 5 microns)?

(d) In the single ring pp case, i f we are limited by the

number of events per bunch coll is ion, n • 1 and i f

no electrostatic separation is allowed, then what would

you estimate to be the i""•'"•"n average luminosity? Sup-

pose you designed the crossing such that the beam-beam

tune shift per collision were 0.01 and a limit was
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placed on the total tune shift of 0.25 t what then would

be the maximum average luminosity?

The luminosity per bunch coll is ion, L., must be obtained with

consideration given to the strength of the beam-beam coll is ion, the

latter being measured by the tune shift per bunch crossing, Av__.

From our previous definitions and analysis, we can show that Lfi and

Av._, in the case of head-on bunch coll isions, can be expressed by

M 2

B -2 (4.9)
**« * *7 (e .g cm ) ,

B 4ira *

and

BB

Where N_ £-• the number of particles per bunch (assumed the same in
o

each beam), cr* is the tins transverse beam size, assumed equal in both

horizontal and vertical dimensions, 8* is the 8-value at the crossing

point also assumed equal horizontally and vertically, Y is the rela-

tivistic energy in proton mass units, and r is the classical proton

—18
radius (1.54 x 10 m). In terms of the normalized beam emittance E

(corresponding to 95Z of phase space occupation), the rms beam size,

O*t can be written

a* . fMi

Thus, L_ and Av become
B OD
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2
3 MB Y (4.12)

LB ""

and

3NBrp (4.13)
8B

Problem; (a) Take a 20 TeV energy, and assume that E • Iff x 10

rad-m, and B* " ?m can be achieved. What value of Ng

25 —2
is needed to reach the L. limit of 10 cm ? What is

•

the tune shift in this case? (show that NQ » 4.4 x 10

and Av-_ » 6.5 x 10 .)

(b) How many particles per beam are needed to attain a lumi-
32 -2 -1

nosity of 10 cm sec ? What is the average beam

current?

(c) Assume the characteristics of a DC beam. Achieve a lu-

32 - 2 - 1
minosity of 10 cm sec for the following crossing

angles: 10 yrad, 100 yrad, 1 mrad. Sketch the colli-

sion region assuming a transverse rms beam size, a*, of

4 microns. What is the resulting tune shift Av__ in
on

each case? Compare the results with that obtained for

the head-on bunch configuration.

Problem; Suppose S* * 2m cannot be achieved -e.g., due to the limit

on quadrupole gradient or due to chromatic effects resulting

from a dense quadrupole configuration. If 3* must be

increased to 10 m, what is the best way to get back to the
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luminosity per bunch collision limit? What happens to the

tune shift limit? What happens to the average current in

32 -2 -1
the case of an average luminosity of 10 cm sec ?

5. Analysis of Orbit Perturbations

In an actual machine, the magnetic fields of the dipoles and

quadrupoles always have some deviation from the ideal values. If the

deviations are small, as it should be for a well-designed and

constructed machine, the effects on the machine characteristics can be

found by perturbation methods.

In general, an error in the dipole field can produce closed

orbit distortion. An understanding of the magnitude of the error

before the construction of the magnet can set a limit on the tolerable

construction errors which has strong repercussions on the

manufacturing procedures. On the other hand, an error in the gradient

field can cause tune shift, betatron amplitude modulation and possibly

resonances. With given construction errors necessary correction

methods should be designed for the final machine.

Another source of the deviation from an ideal machine is the

presence of particles of momentum different from the central momentum

Po. Since all the machine functions are functions of particle momen-

tum, for the off-momentum particles p • po + Ap the closed orbit and

tune will be different. Usually the closed orbit for an off-momentum

particle is called the dispersion function and the tune dependence on

the momentum is called the chromaticity of a machine.

In this section we are going to discuss all these linear

perturbations by solving the equation of motion. If we look at the
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equation of motion of a particle on the median plane, it assumes the

following general form

y" + K(s)y - F(s) (5.1)

where F(s) represents the contribution from the perturbation. In par-

ticular it can be one or more than one of the following:

A) Error in dipole field, then F(s) - AB
BP

B) Error in gradient f i e ld , then F(s) * k(s)y

C) Error in momentum, then F(s) • — —*- + K —*-
P P P

D) Linear coupling, then F(s) contains the other coordinate

E) Non-linear resonances, then F(s) * ZA^x z , m+n ^ 2

For a machine in the conceptual design stage, the first three

errors should be carefully considered and optimized. The effects from

the last two sources can be minimized by observing certain general

rules to be explained below; the detailed analysis and corrections

have to be completed at the final design stage. In the following we

will discuss each of the perturbations in detail.

A. Errors in dipole field

Recall that the equation of motion in the presence of di-

pole field error is given by

y" + K(s)y - F(s) - |J (5'2)

To cast the equation in a form more suitable for perturbation treat-

ment, we introduce the conventional Courant and Synder transformation.
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ds *

and

y * u « — y ( 5 > 4 )

then the equation (5.2) becomes

v2u « v2 B3/2 W « f(*) (5*5)

The transformation succeeds in reducing the equation to that of a

forced harmonic oscillation, since now the coefficient of u is indepen-

dent of the independent variable <J>. The forcing term of f(<J>) is a pe-

riodic function of <f>. There are many ways to solve the inhomogeneous

differential eq. (5.5). The most notable ones are the variations of

parameter method and the Green's function method. Here we will use

the second method.

To find the Green's function is to find a solution to

equation (5.5) in the presence of a delta kick at <J>. ,

Then the Green's function is a solution of the homogenous equation

^ f + V
2 G - 0 (5'6)

d$*

such that
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and (5.7)

G'($,$+2ir) - G'(<j>,$) « 1

Since the solution is a periodic function of $ and it is symmetric at

$. and $.+ir, the solution must be of the form

» A cos v(4-*, + if) .

From

$, f - G'(«fr,$) " 2V Asin irv - 1 , (5.8)

we have G - ̂ mv C ° *

Therefore the general solution of equation (5.5) of many dipole errors

along the ring is

B 3 / 2 fC^j) cos v(*-ifr1-jr)d 1̂ (5.9)

In terms of the original variables y and a, it is

s+L

j / F C O B V ) COS v(<t»(s)-t(.(t)-ir)dt (5.10)

Frost equation (5.10) two observations stand out. The first

is the fact that the closed orbit distortion will becoae infinite i f

the tune of the machine is an integer. Therefore, integer tune should

be avoided by a l l means. Secondly, the distortion for a single pertur

bation is maximum at a location diametrically opposite to that of the
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pertubation, i.e., at $ • IT. This fact can be used to locate the in-

strumentation for orbit deformation observation.

In general, the sources of field errors are randomly distri

buted along the ring. It is of great interest to be able to estimate

the maximum distortion possible due to a randomly distributed field

error of certain magnitude. This can help us to set the limit for

construction tolerances and survey limits. To evaluate the maximum

distortion, recall that the invariants for a trajectory is given by

W - yy2 + 2oyy' + By'2

U2 + (du/d<t>2)/v2

J i frj^ B ^ 2 * i V (5-n)

*cos

If the invariant can be found, then the closed orbit

distortion can be evaluated by the conventional relation that

For example, let's consider the orbit error caused by the misalignment

of quadrupoles in a machine. Assuming that there are N quadrupoles in

a machine lattice and each of them has a random transverse position

error of 6.. Then the perturbation introduced is

i Bp 1 i
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where K. is the gradient of the magnet and L. is the length of the

magnet then

W - V , Z Z (6.K.B?/2) • (5.K.B?/2)
4 s i n * i r v i j 1 1 1 J J J

i 2
c o s v ($•- $ • ) CrjoJ

Since the errors in different magnets are uncorrelated, the only terms

contributing to the sum are those with i » j. Finally

Recall that the model machine has the following relevant parameters

No. of quadrupules 1600

L 9.58» .
K 0.0035 * , q - 0.036 m
V 200

8 0 "

then the resultant closed orbit error is

("00.0.036)

It gives a rms closed orbit error of 30mm for a random misalignment

error of quadrupoles of 0.1mm. It is clear that the magnitude is too

big to be acceptable. Usually, some of the quadrupole magnets can be

relocated to reduce the orbit error, then the additional orbit correc-
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tion dipoles can be excited to bring the error down to the range of

only a few ma.

B. Errors in Gradient Fields

If there is a gradient error k(s), then the equation of

motion (1) assumes the following form:

x" + K(s) x - -k(s)x (5.14)

or

x" • K^s) x - 0 (5.14a)

with Hj • K + k.

Before we embark on a perturbation solution of equation

(5.14), let us try to understand the general behavior of the solution

under small perturbation. Then the deviation from the solution

without error is small enough to justify a solution by iteration.

Since we know that the focusing function K_ is a periodic function

of s with period L, it can be Fourier decomposed into

1 (5.15)

and Floquet's theorem suggests that the solution could be put in the

following form

x(s) - Z* e i ( w + 2 i m ) 8 / L (5.16)
n

where p i s the phase advance over the period L. Inserting equation

(5.15) and (5.16) into (5.14a) and grouping the coefficient for the

same exponential yields

(y+2iTn)2<f>n - L2 2 Km 4>n-m (5.17)
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We can solve eq (5.17) by iteration and denote the n-th iteration solu-

tion of $ by <|> ^ and that of y by y , thenm m n

(n) L2 Cn"1} (5.18)

(11 1+2TO)2-L2K P*> P ffl-Pn—1 o

( n ) (5.19)
<t>o

This iteration solution is based on the "smooth approximation" that

the actual solution is not too far away from the zeroth order

sinusoidal solution of

d> ( o ) - 5 * , u 2 » L2K (5.20)
yn no *o ' Mo o

The solution could be expressed in terms of <j> and y to give the 1st

order iteration

(1) _ ^ K a »Q ( 5 > 2 1 )

*• (yo+2irm)2-iAo

T2IC + i i - 7 KPK"P (5.22)

The phase advance per revolution y is related to the tune of

the machine by y • 2irv* From equation (5.22) it is clear that when

the tune v is close to a half integer the solution tends to increase

indefinitely and the simple-minded iteration method breaks down. How-

ever, the procedure does help to indicate two qualitative observations

which will be used in the estimate of tune shift and stop-band width

in the presence of gradient error. The first observation is the fact
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that if the tune is away from a half integer value the dominant con-

tribution is from the average of the gradient function K . The second

is that the iteration (5.22) indicates that the contribution is dimini-

shing with p except when tune is close to p/2.

Mow we are ready for the solution of the problem in the pres-

ence of gradient error. The Courant-Snyder transformation brings eq.

(5.14) into

2 2 ) u . o (5.23)

°

The above analysis shows that if the original tune is away from a half

integer value, the dominant contribution to the tune of the oscilla-

tion is from the zeroth component of the gradient function, that is

>2 - (v 2 + v 2 k$2)
o o "ave

2 2 ^ 2
V + V l/2ir / k$ d<J; (5.24)
o o

o

V 2 + v /2TT f kgds
o o

o

Problem; Show that if we define the tune shift Av as V » V + Av,

then from (5.24)

c
AV - 1/41T J kgds (5.25)

o

Now let us consider the case when V is close to a half inte-
o

2
ger p/2. Since k6 is a periodic function of <f» it can be Fourier

decomposed into
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2TT

(k$2) - 1/2TT / k62eip4>d<J> (5.25a)
p o

According to the Floquet Theorem, the solution of equation (5.23)

can be expressed as

u . e i p * / 2 (u + u e i p* + u e' i p*) (5.26)
1 o P "P

where only the important p-term is retained from eq. (5.16). Put

(5.26) and (5.25) into the original eq. (5.23) gives

(v o
2 - l / 4 P

2 + vo
2(k6)o) uo • vo

2(k02)pu_p + vo
2(k82).pup - 0

(vQ
2 - 9/4 p2 + Vo

2(k6)o) Up + Vo
2(k82)pUQ - 0 (5.27)

(v o
2 - 1/4 P

2 • vQ
2(k8)o) U_p • vo

2(k62)_pUo - 0

From the second equation u is small compared to u and u
p ^ o -p

2 2
since v is close to p Ik. Solving (5.27) gives

( v / - l/4p2 • v/ftB2)^2 » Vo
4 |0*2)p |2 (5.28)

Implying the frequency shift

e - vo - p/2 - vo(k82)py£ (5.29)

More detailed analysis shows that whenever the tune falls within this

limit the oscillation will become unstable, in other words, resonance

will occur. Therefore we define the stop-band width around the half

integer p/2 as

6\> - 2e - vo(k82)p (5.30)
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The gradient error also introduces a variation of the

betatron function around the ring. From eq (5.22)

u -vo
2(k82)-.p u o ^ y 0 (kg2)_p u0

"P V o
2 - p2/4 + V o

2(k8 2) o 2 Vc

which gives rise to the beating of the betatron function

AS Au « «"iP<<> v o |(k$2) I cos((p<(.+5)

8 u U Q 2 ^ ^ ^*3Z;

In terms of the beat factor

(5.33)
X + 2 v -p/2o

So far we have found that gradient errors in an A6 machine

cause tune shift and the beating of the betatron function which can

be summarized as •

Av » 1/41T / k8ds - h V (k82)
o o

6v - VQ(lc0
2)p (5.34)

To get some idea how tolerant a machine is, let's estimate

the effects introduced by random gradient errors. Assuming that all

errors are uncorrelated and the average betatron function is

6 $ R/V, then
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o p rms

(5.35)

. . - <k>rms L v VIT "K 'rms
o o

_2
For the model machine considered, K * 0.0035m , R • 10000m,

p • 6652m, N * 1600 and v * 200, therefore

For a random gradient error of 1Z, the results are:

Tune shift Av " 0.15

Stop band width <Sv »0.3

Beating factor G - l + 0.3-1.3

It is apparent that a gradient error less than 0.05Z is a necessity

in the absence of correction quadrupoles.

C. Chromatic Effects

Up to now we have considered only those particles having same

central momentum. In reality there are always particles with differ-

ent momentum in a beam. In order to keep as many particles as possi-

ble in the machine, the effects of momentum deviation should be

examined. The equation of motion in the presence of sextupole field

is given by

p p 2

where the momentum -dependence can be factorized as
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I » 1 1 « 1 1 « 1 1
BP P P o

a) . 1!! » 111 (i-6+62+ ) < 5 - 3 7 >

p po

p po

with 5 • Ap/po

The equation becomes

d_Z+ (1 + K) , I
ds2 P2 P

+...) (5.38)

- S/2 y2(l-6+62+...)

The Courant-Snyder transformation

o o

gives

u + v 2 « - I (5-62)v H 3/2
2 o P 00d92 H

00

K(6-62) VQ
2BO

2U (5.39)

OO

where V and & are the tune and beta function of the central momentumo o

particule (6 » 0 ) . The transverse coordinate y is the sum of the

closed orbit deviation and betatron oscillation around the new closed

orbit as shown in the following
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8 P ^ P (5.40)
a » a + a .6 •+• u » u + u .6p po pi p po pi

Put eq. (5.40) back into eq. (5.39) and separate the equation for u«,

upo a n d u pl '

• v % - (K-Sap)(«-62) Q 0o 03 (5.41)

" f U-5+62) v o6 o
5 / 2

+ v 2u » ^ ! e 3 / 2 ( 5 '4 2 )

<3<t>2 o po p o

< 5 ' 4 3 >

Apparently, now eq. (5.41) describes the betatron osci l la-

tion of the off-acsantum particle around the cew closed orbit Ct 5. We

will solve the equation up to first order in 6, the solution up to 5

can be found by iteration and will be assigned as a problem for you to

do.

First let us consider eq. (5.42) for the dispersion function

fl!B2 + v u . ^ e
4,j}2 o po p o

This is of the type we discussed in section (A) on field errors where

the coefficient of u is :

can be readily obtained as

the coefficient of u is independent of coordinate <J>. The solution
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upo(s) - 2si 1TV I pftT
 g%(t) cos v(*(t)-4(«)-«)dt (5.45)

For a small machine with constant bending radius p, or for

the regular bending arc of a big machine, an approximate solution of

u can be found which is very convenient for intuitive understandingpo

and a rough estimate.

Problem; For a machine with uniform and constant bending radius, the

dispersion function can be obtained by integrating Eq. (5.45)

completely. Show that under smooth approximation that

V (5.46)

the dispersion function can be simplified to be

Op - B
h(s) U ^ - &\a) 3 L - 2 (5.47)

It is shown that the dispersion function is proportional to the square

root of beta function. For our model machine, in the regular cell

region

<|S3/2> - 716 m 3 / 2

R - 10000m
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therefore a " 8 x 0.0716 • 0.83m
max

a • » 8**pn»m x 0.0716 » 0.34m

Now let us consider the betatron oscillation of the off-

momentum particle,

2

vo
2 6O

2

(5.48)

» (K-Sct ) 5 v2 8 2 uQ + ....po o o p

Using the procedure in section (B) on gradient errors, the

gradient error introduced by momentum error and sextupole is

k(s) • (SO o-K) «• ,

implying that the tune shift is

c
/ k(s) 8(s) ds

c

• I F {eo(sapo-K)ds •

The linear chromaticity of a machine is defined as

o o
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To cancel tie linear chromaticity, a set of sextupoles is chosen to

satisfy

(SO - K)ds - 0 (5.50)
p o

Then the only source for tune variation with momentum is due to

higher order momentum deviation and higher order field errors.

D. Linear Coupling

If there are coupling terms in the equation of motion, the

betatron oscillations in the horizontal and vertical plane are no

longer independent. Especially when the tunes satisfy

±v - k + 6 j : int*fer

x y o : small

the interaction between the two planes will be enhanced. E. Courant

in the 1980 summer school has already shown that the sum resonance can

cause amplitudes to grow to infinity, but the difference resonance is

bounded. However, there is still energy exchange between the two

planes and the practical limit always comes long before the beam

reaches infinite amplitude. For all practical purposes, means for

limiting the emittance exchange could be needed in order to i-each per-

formance goals. We will use the skew quadrupole coupling as an exam-

ple to set the alignment limit of the quadrupole tilt.

If a quadrupole is rotated along the longitudinal axis by an

angle 6, the equation of motion of the particles in the magnet will

satisfy
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x" + k (s)x - 2k (s)8(«)z
x z (5.51)

z" + k (s)z « -2k (s)6(s)x
Z X

Introducing the familiar Courant-Snyder transformation, it becomes

x" + v2x -
X
x

X
(5.52)

z" + v2z
Z

where x and z have been used to denote the normalized coordinate after

transformation. In the absence of coupling the solutions assume the

familiar form of simple harmonic oscillation

x " Acosv if)
* (5.53)

Z • 0COSV $

z

where the phase parameter $ and $ have been simplified to be the
X Z

same as (j>. If we limit ourselves to the case of v - V , then only

the average perturbation is important and the perturbing term in

(5.52) can be found to be

Then the x motion can be cast in the following form

x" + V2x - QBcosvz<j> (5.55)

The general solution to the forced harmonic oscillation is very eaay

to find and will be assigned as a problem for you.
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Problem: Prove that the general solution to eq (5.55) satisfying the

initial condition x(o) » 0, x'(o) * 0 is

(cos(v A)-cos(v A)) (5.56)

The solution can be further put in the form

x - ^ sin2Av*cosvx<J> (5.57)

where Av " V -V • It is clear that the amplitude of the perturbed mo-*

tion is not a constant anymore, instead i t slowly varies from QB/vAv

to 0 and then increases again. The perturbed amplitude is very sensi-

tive to Av; therefore i f the machine has to run with v s v , proper

com-pensation by the skew quadrupoles is necessary.

The additional amplitude excursion can be found to be

Similar expression applies to the vertical motion, especially if the

betatron amplitude is close in the beginning, i.e. A s B, then

6A m 2Q_ 6B m 2g (5.58)
A vAV ' B vAV

Q is generally referred to as the coupling coefficient. The function

of the correction skew quadrupoles is to reduce Q to zero in order not

to cause too much blow up even when v is close to v • With the

smooth approximation the expression for Q can be further simplified as

shown in the following:
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(5.59)

kds)

2 - R H
* k - •£- Z k6Q

2ir i

This is arrived at under the condition that 6 • 8 • R/v. Now we are

ready for the estimate of the amplitude blow up effect of the random

tilt of the quadrupole.

A vAv vAv
(5.60)

irvAv *Q k /N 9nns

?o our model lattice again N * 1600, v " 200, R - 10000,

I- • 9.6, . » 1.0035m , if we require that 5A/A < 0.1 and Av < 0.1,

then the t ilex tile random tilt is

6 < 0.5 mradrms

E. Won-Li. ear Effects in Transverse Oscillations

In a circular accelerator the confinement field, hence the con-

finement force on the particle, is designed to be linear. This is be-

cause the linear motion is analytically soluble and hence, its stabil-

ity conditions are exactly known. However, in a real accelerator

field errors, linear and non-linear, are always present and the parti-

cle notion is unavoidably non-linear to some degree. General non-



linear motion is complicated by the occurrence of two distiiv̂ t re-

gimes - the regular regime ("laminar" in phase space) and the

stochastic regime ("turbulent" in phase space). Over the past 100

years or so a great deal of effort of many prominent mathematicians

has been devoted to the studies of the existence and the characteris-

tics of these regimes of motion and the transitions between them, and

specifically to the determination of the stability of the stochastic

regime. But, so far, we still do not have definitive resolutions to

these problems. These questions are of crucial relevance to the sta-

bility of colliding beams where the beam-beam force is extremely

strong and non-linear. As discussed elsewhere in these Proceedings,

for designing colliders at the present we can only depend on semi-

empirical models and scaling laws as guides. These empirical rules

have only limited and unproven validity and are rather unsatisfactory.

However, for the discussion here of the much weaker non-linearities

encountered in field errors we need not touch upon these difficult

questions. The motion is essentially all in the regular regime and it

is sufficient to consider only the simplified cases obtained by taking

one single resonance at a time. Furthermore we shall consider in de-

tail only the motion in one degree-of-freedom. The extension to more

degrees-of-freedom is straightforward and the results will be quoted

by analogy whenever needed. The approximation method used is the so-

called "Krylov-Bogoliubov averaging method." ' But we will not

discuss the nuances of the general method, instead we will be concerned

only with its application to the problem at hand.
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a. Equations of Trajectory and Transformations

The starting formulation was given in the Proceedings of

the 1981 Summer School. This is reproduced here with minor modifica-

tions for easier reference.

The general x-motion (horizontal) is given by the equa-

tions

dx

-Ir x - 2Bp * i^x bp

where s is the coordinate along the closed equilibrium orbit, prime or

parenthesized superscript means 3/3x, Bp • (c/e) p is the magnetic

rigidity of the particle, and except for B 5 AB and B 5 AB' being

the dipole and the quadrupole field errors the k term in the summation

corresponds to the non-linear 2k-pole field. All field coefficients

have the revolution periodicity. We assume that the small amplitude

(linear) oscillation tune, V, is close to the single resonance V * m/n

where m and n are prime positive integers. Now, we transform (x, p )

f irst to (u, p) , then to the rotating polar coordinates (r, (j>) by

u » ==. x - rcos(4> +

(5.62)

• aS £ . „!„(• •
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or the inverse

2 2 2 2 2
r - u + p » yx + 2axp + f3pX ^*X

(5.63)

tan(<|>

2
where a, B> Y are the usual Courant-Snyder parameters and r is just

the Courant-Snyder amplitude invariant W. As indicated in eq. (5.62)

we will also transform the independent variable from s to 9. These

transformations accomplish the following:

To (u, p) - takes out the wobbles of the unperturbed lin-

ear motion leaving a simple harmonic motion with the phase point

circling clockwise v turns along a circular phase trajectory when the

particle travels one revolution around the ring accelerator (A6 » 2TT).

To (r, <(>) - .rotates the phase plan clockwise m/n turns

per revolution so that if V • m/n (exactly on resonance) all phase

points corresponding to the unperturbed linear motion will stand still.

The motion in (r, <J>) coordinates describe therefore only the effects

due to off-resonance and perturbation terms.

The transformed equations are

(5.64)

§ « V0 Z - i _ . ^ _ r^co.^1^ + S 9)sin(<|, +
 m 9)

do ]t»i V.K—i;i op n n

If one analyzes the coefficients vB B ' /(k-1)! Bv /Bp of the per-

turbation terms into harmonics around the ring, most of the harmonics
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produce only rapidly oscillating effects which average to zero in time.

The only terms which produce non-vanishing secular effects are:

Zeroth-harmonic (8-average) of even k term - this produces

a tune shift in the d<t>/d9 equation. For k > 2 the terms are amplitude

(r) dependent and give, therefore, a tune spread in a beam of parti-

c les .

Resonant-harmonic - this is the m harmonic of the 2n-

pole field (k • n term). The trigonometric functions cos (<J) + m/n 6)

and cos ($ + m/n 6) sin ($ + m/n 6) contain the m harmonic which

when combined with the m harmonic of the coefficient can produce

constant (6 independent) terms. Higher order (k > n) terms can also

drive this resonance, but no term with k < n can.

We define

/ - vfi B k / 2 B ( k " 1 }

A. = zeroth harmonic(d-average) of ̂r- —-
^ 2k (k

2k (k-1)! Bp

(5.65)

fch \}ft ft B

A, cos(m9-\|0 = m harmonic of ^f -=
t1 2k (k-1)! Bp

where the phase tp is chosen that A. is positive. Keeping only se-

cular terms the equations for (r, <J>) become

(5 .66)



where 6v 5 V -m/n, Z' is the double step summation, and
2

k!/(lc/2!) is the binomial coefficient. These equations have the

first integral

6vn j - + S ' C ^ ) Ak ^- + i^ ~ cos<nij> + i|0 - constant ( 5 # 6 7 )

showing that the solutions are totally regular. We will examine fur'

ther the various features of eqs. (5.66) and (5.67). But, f irst , we

digress to show the effect of the perturbation on off-momentum parti-

cle motion.

b. Chromaticity

To first order in the relative momentum deviation, Ap/p,

the second of eq. (5.61) is simply modified by changing x to x +

r| Ap/p where the dispersion function n * n(s) is the periodic solution

of

djl B1 1 (5 68)
2 Bp P

where Bp has to be replaced by (Bp) (1 + Ap/p). Furthermore, the can-

cellation between the exact dipole field term and the closed orbit cur-

vature term now leaves an unbalanced residue 1/p Ap/p on the right-

hand-^ide. The modified dynamic equation is, then,
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dp
x

ds Bp * * Bp (k-D!

(5.69)

lBp x £ Bp n ( k - 2 ) ! J p

The same procedure as that applied to eq. (5.61) yields , in the absence

of resonances, the tune shift per Ap/p or chromaticity from the zeroth-

harmonic of odd k term

where

S " 2 Bp'6

is the natural chromaticity, namely that for the perfect unperturbed

field and

g - , v* nBk - 1 / 2 B ^ " (5.72)
Tt-1 = "^2^1 (k-2)! Bp *6

gives the contribution by a 2k-pole field. The sextupole (k • 3)

contribution is independent of amplitude (r) and can be used to adjust

the chromaticity.

c. Topology of Phase Space (r, <t>)

Going back now to eqs. (5.66) and (5.67) we shall dis-

cuss the simplified case when all the zeroth harmonic terms vanish,

namely when all A. • 0.
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(1) Away from the resonance the origin (r « 0) is a sta-

ble fixed point representing the closed orbit. Solving d$/d9 » dr/d8

* 0 for r and <J» we get the n unstable fixed points

fiVn l/n-2
r - j -jS| aud cos(n<t» + i|0 - *1 (5.73)

n

where * denotes the sign of 5v /A . At these points the non-linear
° n n

tune is exactly m/n although the linear tune, v, is not.

For an integer resonance (5v, * v~m) the origin

ceases to be a fixed point. Instead, the fixed point at r * |A./6vJ

given by eq. (5.63) is stable and represents the distorted closed orbit.

For a half-integer resonance (6v2 " V ~ m/2) the

unstable fixed points at r » |5v2/A2| stay at oo for tune values far

away from resonancet but collapse at the origin changing it to an

unstable fixed point within the stop-band given by |5v2| < A..

For higher order resonances the unstable fixed

points collapse at the origin only when exactly on resonance.

(2) The separatrices are phase trajectories passing

through the unstable fixed points and are given by eqs. (5.67) and

(5.73) to be

l/n-2 n . . l/n-2 2

) + * } + T ] ] )

where as before * denotes the sign of AQ/5v . The separatrices form

regular n-sided polygons with straight sides for n • 3 and concave

sides for n > 3. The area of the enclosed stable region is given appro

ximately by the area of the polygon
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2/n-2

with

-. _ sin(2TT/n)
n = 2ir/n

(3) The resonance width is defined as the tune deviation

from resonance, 6v , when the stable area is just equal to the emitt-

ance e of the beam. Setting S • e in eq. (5.25) and solving for Sv

we get

1 e n" 2 / 2

fv0 8_ B ( n"1 }
 fa,

1.4 Bp (n-1)! KV amp. of mth harmonic

4 Bp Jamp. of mc^ harmoaic

where

(6|) - beam half-width,

(n-1) n-2
f^ITTf Cf) " gradient due to 2n-pole field

averaged from x»9 to x«a/2

and in the last expression we have dropped the area factor f <£ 1.
n

By comparison with
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stop-band width » ISvJ - A, - G & g —-) - th u
r ' 21 ^2 k4 Sp ''amp. of m"1 harmonic

obtained from eq. (5.65) we see that the width of a non-linear resonance

is the same as the stop-band width due to an equivalent quadrupole

field error (gradient error) equal to the gradient of the 2n-pole field

averaged over the central half (x < a/2) of the beam,

d. Resonant Beam Extraction

For slow extraction controlled excitation of the approach

to a non-linear resonance is an ideal method to spin a continuous stream

of particles out of the beam and step it across a thin septum into

a channel to be transported out of the accelerator. By slowly

varying the tune, beam particles at different momenta are brought

successively onto resonance. As one approaches the resonance the

central stable region shrinks and phase points are squeezed out at the

unstable-fixed points. These phase points, now unstable, will stream

outward along an outgoing separatrix at increasing speed until they

cross the septum with rather large steps (growth in excursion in n

turns) thereby obtaining high extraction efficiency. The first step

in the conceptual structuring of a resonant extraction system consists

of the choice of the resonance and the particular mix of types of exci-

tation terms.

For third-integer resonant extraction one uses the reso-

nance v " n/3 and a single sextupole excitation. Only the m har-

monic is effective and eqs. (5.66) and (5.67) become
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(V - f ) + A3rcos<3$

A3r
2sin(3<|)

(5.77)

and

A
•|(v - j ) r 2 + Y-vJcoa(3$ + i|0 • constant (5.78)

where

A,cos(me - t|>) - 0 t h harmonic of ^f B 3 / 2 |̂ J
J 10 op

The separatrices are three straight lines and enclose a triangular

3table area.

For a so-called half-integer resonant extraction the

commonly used mix of excitations is (half-integer resonance is linear

and has the same topology over the entire phase plan, therefore one

must add some non-linear excitation to create separatrices and the

central stable region) quadrupole and octupole magnets. Defining

- zeroth harmonic of •& 8 ^

A2cos(me - v|») » m
t h harmonic of |^ 8 — •

With these excitation terms eqs. (5.66) and (5.67) become
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(V - f + 2A2) + A2cos(2<|> + *) + 6A4rA r 2

(5.79)

jg • A2rsin(2(J) + \|0

and

6A4r
4 + 2((v - f + 2A2) + A2cos(2<|> + tp))r

2 - constant (5*80)

The separatrices are two half circles and enclose an eye shaped stable

area.

Discussions of the details of the resonant extraction

can be found in reference 9.

e. Correction Magnet System

(1) Local corrections

The effect of integer resonances in causing closed

orbit distortions is rather far-reaching. Generally, it is not ade-

quate to correct only for the nearby integer resonances, especially

since closed orbit distortions "use up" the precious aperture of the

ring magnets and should be reduced to a minimum. Therefore a large

number of individually powered trim dipoles are placed around the ring

to supply local corrections. This is conveniently done by the "3-

magnet bump" method. Dipoles 1,2 and 3 are adjusted to eliminate the

distortion at the location of dipole 2; dipoles 2, 3 and 4 are next

adjusted to eliminate the distortion at location 3 (as long as dipole

1 is not varied the orbit position at 2 will not change); and so forth

around the entire ring. For modern synchrotrons, therefore, closed



orbit distortion is no longer a consideration in determining the

aperture requirement.

A similar "3-magnet bump" method can be applied to

distributed and individually powered trim quadrupoles to locally cor-

rect for the g-function, but, in general, cancelling the excitation of

the nearby half-integer resonance as discussed below is sufficient.

(2) Zeroth harmonic adjustments

The zeroth harmonics of the multipole field control

various orbit characteristics related directly to the stability of the

beam, e.g. the average quadrupole field controls the tune, the average

sextupole field controls the chromaticity etc. Thus, correction

quadrupoles, sextupoles and sometimes octupoles connected and powered

to supply zeroth harmonic fields are generally installed to adjust for

these orbit parameters.

(3) Resonance corrections

Ideally we would like to eliminate the excitation of

all relevant resonances. For easy visualization let us assume that a

number of 5-function 2n-pole magnets with typical strength 6 £

(the index indicating individual magnets is suppressed as being

understood) are placed around the ring. These magnets will contribute

to the m harmonic amplitude

A" i Z 2 ^ Bn/2 .in * «

where the summation is over all magnets and where we have rewritten

the argument m8 of the trigonometric functions through the following

relation on resonance
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toQ » nv0 * ny

and

V * / "a" m linear betatron phase

It is convenient to connect and power the resonance correction magnets

in two mutually orthogonal sets, one giving the sine term and the

other giving the cosine term. A minimum of two magnets per set are

required if they are not to produce the zeroth harmonic. These two

sets are adjusted for the appropriate amplitude and phase to cancel

out the excitation A cos(m6 - i|>) due to the error 2n-pole field.

Not for all orders n do there exist resonances near the operating

tune v. Even for those that do, generally only one resonance (one m)

is of concern.

The discussion is so far for only one degree-of-

freedom. In practice the situation is complicated by the fact that os-

cillations in the two transverse degrees-of-freedom (horizontal x, and

vertical y) are coupled. Treatment of the case of 2 coupled degrees-

of-freedom follows essentially the same procedure except the book-

keeping is more complex. In the following we give the result without

derivation. The reader is referred to reference 4 for details.

In two degrees-of-freedom the resonance condition is

n v + n v • m (5.82)
x x y y

whre n and n can have opposite signs. The order n is defined as n

» |n | + |n |. For a given order n there are 2n resonances
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corresponding to different sets of values of n and n . These fall

into two classes. The normal resonances are those with |n I * n, n-2,

n-4, . . . and are excited by the normal 2n-pole field B . For

6-function 2n-pole magnets the excitation term corresponding to eq.

(5.81) is

v V""1 & '**' l^A • , (5.83)
Bp

where ( | n
n j ) * n ! / ( | n j ! ) ( | n | ! ) is the binomial coefficient. The

skew resonances are those with |n J • n-1, n-3, n-5, . . . and have the

excitation term

,(n-l)
.e 1 / . \ 8» t 111 lnyl , (5.84)8»

In principle then, one would need 4n sets of 2n-pole correction magnets

(2n normal, 2n skew) to cancel a l l the excitation terms from the error

2n-pole field. But as stated earlier generally only a much smaller

number of resonances are nearby and need be corrected. We give in

Table 1 a l i s t of the resonances up to 4 order. These are shown

graphically on the tune (vx , V ) plot in Figure 5 .1.

The secularized equations in <j> , r and <j> , r
xx y y

equivalent to eq. (5.66) *ive directly the following invariant of

motion

2 2n r - n r • constant (5.85)
* j / *
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Fig; 5.1 Tune (z/x,z/y) plot showing resonances up to
4th order.



2 2This shows that if n and n have opposite signs and if r and rx y x y

are initially finite, they will remain finite. Also, we have so far

ignored the zeroth harmonics which tend to make the central region

Table 1. Low order resonances in two degrees-of-freedom

Resonance

Order Normal Skew Total Number

(integer)
Vy » m

n«2 2vx " m Vx ± Vy * m 4
(HaIf-integer) 2Vy * m

n«3 . 3vx " m 2vx ± Vy » m 6
(Third-integer) v x ± 2vy • m 3v " m

n»4 4vx " n» 3vx ± Vy • m 8
(Fourth-integer) 2vx ± 2vy " m v x ± 3vy • m

4Vy » m

stable. The lowest amplitude dependent term is that of the octupole

(n » 4 ) . These considerations altogether can be summarized in the fol-

lowing rules;

(a) Sum resonances (n , n have same sign) alone
* y

can cause instability. Difference resonances only couple the two de-

grees-of-freedom.

(b) For a resonance of order n > 4 the central sta-

ble region generally does not vanish even when exactly on resonance.

Hence these high order resonances cannot be used for beam extraction.

Problem: 1. Work out in detail the case of 2 coupled degrees-of-

freedom. Verify formulas (5.83) and (5.84) and derive

the coupled invariant of motion (5.85). It is advisable

to carry this out independently from scratch, but if one
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does not want to spend the time and effort one can sim-

ply read about it in reference 12.

2. Derive the relations to produce

(a) a local orbit bump using three trim dipoles,

(b) a local 6-bump using three trim quadrupoles.

3. Discuss the occasions when it is necessary to correct or

modify g locally, n locally, and £ locally.

4. The procedure we followed is first to transform away the

second order terms in the Hamiltonlan by the transforma-

tion given in eq. (5.63) and then apply the Krylov-

Bogoliubov averaging method to the remaining third and

higher order terms to obtain an approximate Hamiltonian

which is explicitly independent of 6. Instead of the

approximation one can apply a series of transformations

to transform away successively higher order terms.

They are the Moser transformations and can be found in

"J. Moser, Nach. Akad, Wiss. Gottingen, IIA, No. 6, p.

87 (1955)." One of the more important features revealed

by this sequential but exact treatment is that the 2n-

pole field B can drive resonances with orders

higher than n.

5. Discuss the limitations of placing all correction

multipoles exactly at betatron phase intervals of 2TT/4,

2TT/5 and 2ir/6.
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6. Prove that the natural chromaticity £Q <£ -V, and

discuss the conditions that make this a good approxi-

mation.

6. Coherent Instabilities

A charged particle beam enclosed within a generally complicated

vacuum chamber induces electromagnetic fields, which in turn act back

on the beam. To study the stability of the system and the onset of un-

stable motion, the question of self-consistency can be ignored. If we

also neglect the direct interaction between particles in the beam, the

stability of the beam can be deduced from the local conservation of

phase space density. This is equivalent to treating the beam locally

as an incompressible fluid in phase space and the evolution of such a

system is derivable in terms of the collisionless Boltzmann Equation

or the Vlasov Equation:

where i|J is the beam distribution function in particle phase

space and (d/dt) is the total time derivative (or hydrodynamic

derivative), reflecting the evolution of the system in phase space.

When a beam of particles suffers a "small" coherent deformation, an

induced field results which acts back on the beam. The problem we

wish to treat is whether or not the interaction will lead to growing

oscillations, in particular, the conditions for the onset of instabil-

ity and the immediate character of the developing unstable motion. To

obtain this information, the Vlasov Equation can be linearized
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resulting in a major simplification and in general providing threshold

conditions and growth rates.

As rings become larger, some of their characteristics become un-

favorable for coherent phenomena. First, the transition energy tends

to increase thus decreasing the phase slip factor. This, when

taken together with the decreased relative energy spread, means that

the spread in relative revolution frequency decreases and thus the

threshold value of the coupling impedance for longitudinal instability

decreases. Second, in order to keep down the cost of such large

rings, the magnets are designed to be as small as possible. With

small diameter vacuum chambers, transverse coherent instabilities

excited by wall becomes enhanced. Furthermore, the tendency to reduce

the lattice focusing strength, in order to keep the quadruple gradi-

ents within present technological capabilities, also enhances the pos-

sibility of resistive wall instability. This very-large extrapolation

in ring parameters suggests that a careful investigation of the myriad

of coherent instabilities be done. Here we will look at two particu-

lar cases: the transverse resistive wall instability and the longitu-

dinal high frequency instability.

A. The Coupling Impedance

We will consider two types of perturbations of the

surrounding environment on the beam: modulations of beam density and

beam displacement. Let 7..(8,t) be a perturbation :>f the beam current,

where 6 is the anzimuth and t the time, and let D (0,t) be a displace-

ment perturbation or more specifically a dipole moment. From these

and the appropriate boundary conditions, we can solve the field equa-
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tions to find the induced electromagnetic fields. In general, we can

ifnQ—
look for solutions in the form of travelling waves of the form e

u ' where n is the number of waves per revolution and co is the mode

frequency. If the modes n do not couple, then a beam mode n will in-

duce an electromagnetic field of the same mode. In this case, we de-

fine transverse and longitudinal impedances, Z.(w) and Z..(b)) respec-

tively, by

and

where R is the average radius of the ring, en,(w) and e"(co) are the

Fourier transforms of the induced electromagnetic fields, and I.(u)

and D (a) are the Fourier transforms of the perturbing current and

perturbing displacement respectively. Note that I. has units of cur-

rent and D has units of current times displacement; and therefore Z.,

has units of ohms and Z^ has units of ohms per unit length.

The absence of node coupling in the above sense is

rigorously valid for a uniform environment, meaning translational

invariance along the azimuth. When this is not the case, the coupling

impedance is approximated by calculating the impedances for each point

in the azimuth and then distributing it uniformly. This model is

justified when the perturbing effect on a single revolution is small.

When the physical system is capable of sustaining modes of the form

e i n for a large number of revolutions, modes of this form could under
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certain conditions grow. On the other hand, the physical system might

favor on a longer time scale a different mode of oscillation which is

made up of a sum of such revolution modes. For example, head-tail

type modes develop over many synchrotron periods and are made up of a

combination of revolution modes. However, this ability of the system

to sustain combinations of revolution modes is consistent with the

no-mode-coupling assumption in that the latter is equivalent only to

the assumption that effects are small over one revolution.

B. Transverse Resistive Wall Instability

The beam in the p-p "high" luminosity colliding beam configu-

ration could be made up by a sequence of many bunches as previously

discussed. This is dictated by the limit on the luminosity per bunch

collision in order to keep the number of events per bunch collision

down to a mean of one. The result is the many bunch mode. Further-

more, it also implies that the number of particles per bunch is kept

down. (Of course, there are other reasons why it is reasonable to

keep the number of particles down; for example, the stored beam

energy.) Also, bunches at their high energies tend to be rather short,

in the 10*s of centimeters. Thus, a model of transverse effects should

use a beam which is made up of many short bunches each with relatively

few particles. Such properties would enhance multibunch effects which

depend on the total number of particles and tend to reduce single bunch

head-tail effects. It turns out that at high energy the character of

the multibunch resistive wall instability is very similar to the coasting

beam result. We will therefore treat the coasting beam case and then

show how the multibunch case reduces to the coasting beam result for
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Fig. 6.1. Geometry and source of fields.

the low frequency unstable modes. We will treat the case of a vertical

instability in a beam centered in a circular chamber.

Geometry and Source of Fields

Consider the source depicted in Fig. 6.1: an

infiniteaimally thin (horizontally) charge located at position xf

(y"0) with height 2h in a circular chamber of radius b. The beam mo-

tion is perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 6.1. Let s be the cootii-

nate measuring distance along the beam axis.

We are seeking a travelling wave solution for the resulting

fields, that is with a phase ks-<i>t, with U) the coherent frequency and

k the wave number. For simplicity, consider motion only in the verti-

cal direction. Therefore the source for such fields is a coherent

verticcal displacement of the beam. Ay, given by

Ay (6.4)
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where the oscillation amplitude £ is a function of horizontal position

in the chamber of the source point x1. Since s is related to the ring

azimuth by s * 0R, the revolution frequency mode number, n, is related

to k by n • kR.

The normalized unperturbed charge distribution is:

Sc(2h)
Six - x')(9 (y+h) - 9 (y-h)) . ( 6 * 5 )

where I is the beam current, & is the particle velocity in units of c,

and S and 6 are delta and step function respectively. The current den-

sity is simply

j f l - Scp . (6.6)

If we take the total charge distribution, including the above source

perturbation, then subtract the unperturbed charge, we obtain, to

first order in £, the perturbed charge density

5(x')e i C k 8~ ( 0 t ) *(z - x') f«(y - h) - «(y + h)) . (6.7)

The perturbed current density is:

Ja - 8xp . (6.8)

Thus, our source model is a simple plane wave travelling along the top

and bottom of the thin beam.
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We can simplify the problem of finding the fields by

recognizing that the frequency ca will be low for transverse beam

oscillations. Thus, in first approximation, we can neglect displace-

ment currents. Of course, when wall resistivity is included, this is

not a valid approach. Thus, we take the following course: neglect

displacement currents to solve the case of a perfectly conducting

boundary; Chen reintroduce the time derivatives to include the effect

of finite wall resist ivity.

Solution for Perfectly Conducting Walls

For the case of perfectly conducting walls, we have a static

problem. Maxwell's equations are

v

V x f c - O , V x f c - uj.t ,

V • 2 • p/e t v • 6 • o •

with t a unit vector along the beam' axis, and ye • 1/e . The prob-

lem separates into independent electrostatic and magnetostatic ones.

We introduce the scalar and vector potentials:

E - -7V, 8 « V x £ ,

(6.10)
7 • A - 0 .

We, therefore, obtain the equations,

V2V - -p/e .
(6.11)
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For a perfectly conducting surface, we have the boundary con-

ditions that the tangential component of E and the normal component of

B are zero: that is,

(6.12)

B «/• rr— • 0 on the boundary
r 30 *

Note 0 here is the angle coordinate in the chamber cross section plane

and should not be confused with the azimuth of the ring. The electric

and magnetic problems are identical, with the s component of the

vector potential related to the scalar potential by

Aa - (0/c)V . (6.13)

Recall that the sources for the fields are simply two points.

Therefore, we can use the method of images. Consider a complex plane

z • x + iy .

For a source at z • i., the image is located at

-si,., ,
I'll2 l

as indicated in Fig. 6.2.

If we l e t ,

x1 + ih , (6.15)
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Fig. 6.2. Z-plane for solution by images.

then the potential is the difference of two terms, one source at z.

and one at the complex conjugate zt:

i(ks-o)t)
z-z.

V - - - m I
z"2i

(6.16)

which satisfies the boundary condition, 3V/38 • 0 at \z\ • b. The

vector potential A is given by (6.13). From V and A . the electric

and magnetic fields E and B can be found from (6.10). Z is the imped-

ance of free space.

Boundary Condition in the Case of Walls with Finite

Conductivity

We seek a solution for the electromagnetic fields within

a conducting medium which has the form of a travelling wave in the
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direction perpendicular to the surface. Neglecting the electric dis-

placement current and assuming a conduction current

3 " aE , (6.17)

with a the conductivity of the medium, then Maxwell's equations within

the conducting medium are given by

A
7 x E - i w B, 7 • E • 0,

(6.18)
7 x fl" iiffE, 7 • B • 0

All the fields drop immediately to zero in a perfect conductor. Thus,

to find an approximate solution in the case of a nonperfect conductor,

we make use of the fact that the spatial variation of the fields nor-

mal to the surface is much more rapid than the variations parallel to

the surface. If n is a unit vector normal to the surface, pointing in-

ward, then we can use

where g is the coordinate normal to the surface.

From the divergence equations, we have no spatial variation

of the normal components of E and B. Therefore, within the conductor

we can take approximately

n » E » n » B " 0 . (6.20)

The curl equations are
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A A A A

-gp (nxE) » - i 0) B ,
(6.21)

JJ A A A

•Kp (nxB) » - y o E .

Let i be a unit vector along the direction of E. We write,

E - E n (£) i .

Then, since n x n x E « - E , we obtain

11 . _ (6.22)
r- • - l to U <J E,, .

Therefore, the equation for E., in a conducting medium is

where 6, the skin depth is given by

6 (

(6.23)

The B field is also parallel to the surface, but normal to

the E field. Writing | i | 5 B n , we have

R - i Ft (6.25)
B l l toEll »

where the direction of B is such that the Poynting vector is inward,

meaning that energy is absorbed into the medium.
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The situation at the chamber wall surface is shown in Fig. 6 .3. At

the interface between the chamber wall and the inner space, the fields

are E and 8 . What we are seeking is the ratio of electric and mag-oo

netic fields just inside the surface - that i s , the ratio EQ/QQ. The

continuity at the interface te l l s us that the fields just outside the

metallic surface satisfy the same condition.

MEDIUM

INSIDE
VACUUM -•

CHAMBER
q

Fig. 6.3. Wall surface. 6 is the skin depth for the conducting

medium (assumed to have infinite thickness).

The solution of (6.24) in the medium is

E - E e"kq , (6.26)

o

where

- .-A _ 1-i • (6.27)

This solution satisfies the condition, E(q) •»• 0 as q •*• •. The ratio

of fields at the surface is then obtained from (6.26) and (6.25),

evaluated at q • 0, and is given by
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Eo m w6 Q + .j (6.28)
iB 2
o

Fields Resulting from Wall Resistivity

The solution for perfectly conducting boundaries results in

an electric field at the boundary which is purely radial and a mag-

netic field which is purely tangential. Longitudinal fields do not

enter in the analysis.

Thus, the effect of including resistance in the walls is to

introduce a longitudinal E field. The tangential B field must only be

continuous at the boundary. If we work only to first order in the

resistivity, we can take the tangential magnetic field to be unchanged

by the wall resistance. Replacing B •*• B« (the tangential component

of B with no wall resistance) and writing Zg for the resulting longitu-

dinal E field, we can obtain E on the boundary from (6.28):

Eg(boundary) - -
 K
 2 ' to 6 BQ , <.o.z»;

where 6 is the skin depth.

A A A

If we recall that B • Vj A, then we have

B (boundary) - - - _ i « - E . | I , (6.30)
Xj or c or t o

where V is given by (6.16). Thus,

(boundary) j^-r ? L . ' (6.31)
•r - b

where
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z-z, z-z-,*
K(z) - In | r i - 5 | - In | -^- | (6.32)

z-b /z, z-b /z.

We note that the contributions to K from image and self terms are

equal except for a constant. For the case here, with two poles, the

constant term vanishes. From eq. (6.32), we find,

(6.33)
T

z-b /Zj z-b

Now, we are seeking a function E (z) which satisfies the Laplace equa-

tion in the region within r • b and has the value E (boundary) at r *
s

b. Since we have manifestly written (6.33) as a function of z, the

function on the right-hand side of (6.31) satisfies the Laplace equa-

tion. Thus, we have, by analytic continuation, the longitudinal elec-

tric field E (z) everywhere within the chamber:

(1-i) cofilZ C
E (z) «._,. ° G(z) . (6.34)

The presence of a longitudinal E field at the beam introduces a trans-

verse B field and thus a transverse force. From the curl equation

V x E - - 3B/3t.

x in 3y *
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The Transverse Coupling Impedance

We are considering the effect of a coherent vertical dis-

placement of the beam as a source. The fields produced by this source

cause a force which influences the beam. The component of this force

that we require is the vertical one:

F » E * 0c S . (6.36)
y y x

The transverse coupling impedance is introduced to provide a

simplified force. It is the quantity relating the dipole moment per

unit length (the source) to the induced electric field. Dem ting the

transverse impedance by Z we define

-i(2iTR)F ., „.
y (6.37)1

with R the average machine radius.

Perfectly Conducting Walls

In this case, E • - 3V/3y and S » 3A /3y, and therefore
y * s

from (6.13) and (6.36), we have

F . _ (1-B
2> » - - ! * (6.38)

y oj 2 ay

Using (6.16), we obtain

iRZ
- , „. » . o_3K (6.39)
1 •>«*v2i, 3y

Since all field quantities contain the factor e s , we suppress

it and simply recall it when it plays a role.
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Evaluating Z at y * 0, and setting h » 0 in the image term,

we find

RZ_i

~2
B

S i r .

V 2 L(x-x')2 + h2 (b2 - xx

i
') 2 J

(6.40)

To relate this to the "standard" transverse impedance, we

must average this over the beam. Consider a small beam of width ±

A, centered at x • x . The "standard" impedance is thus

Setting x' » x in the second term, we have

(6.41)

RZ io
«2 2

1_ f
u

2A J-/
du
2.2

u +h
2.2

-xo)

or

1 -1 A
Ah tan h " 2.2

)

(6.42)

For a centered "square" beam,

-iRZc (6.43)

which is essentially the result for a circular beam centered in a

circular chamber.
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Coupling Impedance in the Case of a Wall With Finite

Resistivity

The added field due to the wall resistance causes the force

(from eq. (6.35)],

F , 0 c B . | c « . . (6.44)
y H x io) 3 y

The coupling impedance corresponding to this force is given by,

z ( „ . V) - o 3G . (6.45)
Zi U ' x »*' 4h 3y

In the limit y •* 0 and h •*• 0, the added impedance resulting from the

wall resistivity becomes .

1 ° bJ (bZ - xx') 3

We can interpret this in terms of field point and source point. We

use the relation between impedance and force,

, i 6 Ie € _ (6.47)
y 2 IT R Z l '

Therefore, the force at a point x due to a source at x' is

Fy(x,x') -f-jf-R^ Zj_ <x,x') 5 (x«) . ( 6 ' 4 8 )
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Remember that the phase factor e
i(ks"a)t) is implied. For a "small"

beam, we can set x » x' » x and combine (6.42) with (6.46) to find

the total impedance,

T* +
Y \ <b - * o)

6 b*(b Z
+x o)]

b3 (b2 - x*)3 J

(6.49)
2,

For the centered beam this becomes

(6.50)

The impedance is independent of the azimuthal mode numbers n, but is

a function of frequency through the skin depth, 5 a u> •

Lorentz Force and Coherent Tune Shift

The motion of a particle of momentum p in a force field F is

dp/dt » F (total).

If y is the vertical displacement of a particle of rest mass

m, then the transverse momentum is

Py » * Y
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Separating out from F (total) the focusing field due to the magnetic

structure around the ring, we find that the transverse betatron motion

of a particle is described by the perturbed harmonic oscillator equa-

tion

y + (v (Do)
2y » Fy/my , (6.51)

where v is the particle tune and F is the force due to the beam

induced fieIds.

We are looking for a solution where all the particles travel

along the ring tube in a wave of the form e s~u . To obtain the ac-

celeration of a particle, we work in a coordinate frame travelling

with the particle. Thus, the time dependence is obtained by setting

s -*• R 0) t. Introducing the mode number n,

n - k R,

the phase factor takes the form e1 n o"™ .

Therefore, the time derivative in (6.51), for the collective

solutions being sought, can be replaced by i(n o> -to): that is,

4 r - i(nco -to) . (6-52)

at o

We have then

(- (n o)Q - ID)
2 + (v wo)

2) y - F /my . (6.53)

We have omitted the phase factor since it appears on both sides of

(6.53) and cancels.
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Consider an ensemble of N particles y. in a strip of height 2h

and small (infinitesimal) width at the horizontal position x. The

mein displacement of these particles is simply the amplitude £ defined

in (6.4):

We assume that F is slowly varying in y and simply evaluate it at y •

0. Further, we take v to be y independent and assume a small centered

beam. Therefore averaging (6.53) we obtain,

(- (nuo - a )
2 + (\Wo)

2) 5 " Fy/ny » (6-55)

with

? « i B Ie . - (6.56)

y 2irR *l *

We can simplify the equation (6.55) by noting that the two solutions

for u) correspond to fast and slow waves, u $ (n+v) a) and a) $ (n-

v) 0) , respectively. Although the fast travelling wave is a possible

solution, it is one that does not lead to growing coherent

oscillations, but rather to damped oscillations. Since over a long

time such waves do not persist, we can simply ignore this mode. Thus,

we can simplify (6.55) and write it in the form,

<\. ..V _ I e Zl^ (6.57)
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Where we have assumed that all the particles in the beam have the same

betatron tune, V, and we have introduced the coherent tune V , related

to 0) by

to • (n - V )co . (6.58)
c o

In terms of the classical proton radius,

e2 , l_^o ^ (6.59)
4ire me 4irmco

we have for the coherent tune shift,

l v c
( 6 * 6 0 )

In evaluating Z., we can neglect the term not due to the trail

resistivity because of the very strong energy dependence. We have

therefore

Z. - -i RZ (1+i) S/b3 (6.6.,
i o

where the skin depth 5 - (2pc/ZQW) , p is the resiscivity in Q-m.

Thus the coherent tune shift becomes

(6-62)

Writing V - p + in, we have the real coherent tune shift ,
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o . „ . _ (i
p - v « - ( -

) 3
yvti)ob

and the growth rate 1/T • -to r|»

I » (I) IE!1 » Wcrpg (6.64)
T e 3 32nyvb3

where N is the total number of particles in the beam (I * Nec/2irR) and

5 is to be evaluated at a) £ (n-p)w .
32 —2 -1

Problem: To obtain a luminosity of 10 cm sec for a 20 TeV col-

lider, the parameters would be roughly as follows: N • 3 x

10 , g._ - 500m, R • 30 km, V - 60 (very weak focusing), Y

- 1066 (injection at 1 TeV), p • 10 fl-o (stainless steel

chamber), b • 1 cm (very small radius of vacuum chamber) and

take n-V « 0.5 for the lowest mode, corresponding say to n

» 60 and V » 59.5. Show that

(a) The frequency of the unstable mode is 796 Hz.

(b) The skin depth for this mode is 5 » 1.8 cm.

(c) The coherent frequency shift is (p-v) • -0.06, and

(d) The growth rate is 1/T - 620 sec" , which means an en-

fold ing growth time • 1.6 msec.

Estimate these parameters for some higher modes, n • 61 and

62. What happens if the operating point is shifted closer to the inte-

ger. What would the characteristics of a feedback system be to damp

such instabilities if the beam were DC? How about if the beam were

tightly bunched into many bunches?
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C. Bunched Beans

The force is the dipole moment per unit length times the imped-

ance. Let P be the dipole moment per unit length and Z the impedance.

We write

(i)'SZ (6-65)

V ZT

to show explicitly the frequency dependence. The square root is

defined to have a positive real part (independent of the sign of u)

to correspond to an attenuated wave in the metallic boundary. If we

neglect the beam self-field term, the force F is

The dipole moment per unit length due to the rth particle can we

written

P(8,t) - I E exp (i<4 + vto t))6 (8-8,. - <u t) , (6>67)

I* r t o p r o

where 6 is the periodic delta function, % the betatron amplitude, 4

the trans-verse phase, and 6 the asimuthal location of the particle

at t » 0.

5 can be expressed in the form

l f €ik(9-6r - 0)ot) (6.68)
2ir

and P becomes
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1(6.0.5*55

Problem; Show that a proper treatment in terms of time and frequency

will produce the result that the correct force is obtained

from (6.66) by replacing o) with (k-v)(oQ in each term. That

is,

ie £ i<j)r f i ^ i(k(6-9r)-(k-v)to0tj (6.70)
21TR 5r ZT e t

or,

P - -^4= I ir .«*r*Wot> G(a,v)
2 ^ ^ r l

where,

. i k a (6-72)

e

with

a « e • u t - 9 . (6.73)
r o

Consider the case of many particles grouped into M very

short bunches. The equation of motion of particle s located in bunch

m, subjected to the evanescent field of all the particles r of the

beam is
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Let us now assume a coherent oscillation of the particle

ensemble where all particles oscillate in unison with an imposed com-

mon frequency v , that is

- r ei(*s + W J , (6.75)
8 8

with v i' - - Note that we have presumed that all individual parti-

cles have the same unperturbed betatron frequency v. Substituting,

we obtain,

Define the dipole moment of each bunch by

0 - (S y ) -
T» s • m

x»7« <6-77>

where I is the particle current in each bunch m and y is the aver-
m r 'm

age displacement for the mth bunch.

Problem: Assume all bunches have the same length. Replace the summa-

tion by a summation over bunches and over particles in a

bunch separately. Then show that the quantity
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g(9 ) • Z y 6(6 -6 >v) when sunned over the nth bunch, i.e.
s T* IT r s

7" 2 g(9a)» givesxn nth bunch s

i- 2 g(9 ) - Q G(2ir,v) + E 0 G(6 -6 .v)
*n nth bunch s T» n?n ™ « n

Thus, we have

in

Writing \ • _ | W o . , , c .

this expression takes the form

- X O + I Z Q G - 0 (6.78)
n n n ii m

where G M - G(8 -6 .v)•n n n

and G • G(2iT,v), independent of n.nn

For the case of equally spaced, equally populated bunches, I

I and 9 » 2-mn/M, and we have

(IWBnn " X) *n * IW J} ^ ^ " ° • (6'79)
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where G * G(2TT0n-n)/M,v) and G i s independent of n. I f we r e -XBXL m ^

l abe l the sum, we have,

M-l
(6.80)

in which a l l coeff ic ients are independent of n.

Problem; Define A - IW Go nn
A r - IW G(2TTr/m,V)

Show that the elements of the characteristic determinant are

cyclic and that the eigenvalues are given by

* r-0 r

or

m

Problem: Show that

e i 2 i r r n / M G(-^,V) - ,/M G(27r,^3) (6.83)

Thus the tune shif t for the m-th eigenmode can be found from
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If we write v • p + ix\, then

X • 2nryu^v(v-p-iri) • (6.85)

Equating real and imaginary parts, we obtain the real coherent tune

shift,

(p.v) . . J S * Re G(2ir,2±°Z M

and the growth rate,

k

Now G (2ir,x) i s

G(2ff,x) - Z (-i-)1* e"i2iTk - Z (-i-)*5 . ( 6 > 8 8 )

k»-«» k ~ x k»-x k ~ x

I f x i s small we approximate G by the term k • 0:

G(2ir,x) » (-^-) » ~^_ for x small and x > 0 . (6.89)

If we choose an integer n such that m + n • H, and

1 < n - v < 0, we have

, £ 2 ) - G(2lr, 1 - 3 = * ) ( 6 « 9 0 )
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Problem; From the symmetry properties of G(2ir,x) show that

Re G(2TT,1-X) » Re G(2TT,X)

and

ImG(2ir,l-x) » -ImG(2ir,x)

Thus, Re G(2TT, 1 — N

and

We can now write the tune shift and growth rate in a simple form.

From the definition of Z_, and the skin depth, we have

(6.91)
T ' .3 4b o

Therefore,

u . ^ o / T f 2 o c ^ . (6.92)- - v
Thus, inserting W and G into the expressions for the tune shift and

growth rate, we obtain precisely the coasting beam result:
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and

1 , Ncrp5 (6.94)
T 2iryvb3

where N is the total number of particles in the m bunches of the beam.

D. Longitudinal Instabilities

Density fluctuations in a beam can produce a longitudinal

electric field which can act back on the beam causing these fluctua-

tions to grow. For example, the resistive wall or broad band resonant

type coupling impedances can induce unstable motion. Of course, longi-

tudinal instability can result even without a resistive environment,

an effect referred to as the negative mass instability: thus, above

the transition energy, the capacitive self-field space charge field of

the beam can produce instability, while below transition the inductive

nature of the ring vacuum chamber steps can cause the beam to become

unstable.

When the beams are bunched, the evanescent or wake fields to-

gether with the synchrotron motion can produce instabilities on a

scale of time measured in synchrotron periods. Single bunches tend to

be stable except in the presence of very narrow band strong

resonators, such as the RF cavities themselves (Robinson Instability).

That is, a single bunch is stable on a scale of time much longer than

the synchrotron period because oscillations tend to grow on one side

of the beam energy spectrum and damp on the other side. This is a

characteristic effect and only a special circumstance such as in the

Robinson instability where a coupling impedance rapidly varying with
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frequency can cause instability. However, this oscillation mode can-

cellation on the top and bottom wt the energy spectrum only results if

the time- scale for the unstable mode is many synchrotron periods. If

an instability were to develop in a time smaller than a synchrotron pe-

riod, this is no longer the case. This phenomenon has actually been

observed and is referred to as the microwave instability as it is

characterized by high frequency coupling impedances.

Coasting Beam

Consider a beam of particles uniformly distributed in ring

azimuth and with an energy distribution centered around E . Lee 9 be

the azimuthal position of a particle with respect to a central parti-

cle of angular revolution frequency to . We introduce the relative

energy deviation from the central energy,

x - &E/Eo

Then, the equations of motion are:

s

and

(6.96)-5£ e (A t)E e9 E V 9 'o o

where the velocity 0 is taken to be 1 for high energy beams and e« is

the perturbing electric field averaged over the beam cross section and

is generally a function of 6 and t.
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The Vlasov or hydrodynamic equation in terms of x and 0 is

dilKx,8,t) ma m&+t& + l & (6.97)
dt u 3t B 39 x 9x '

This equation expresses the fact that any particle distribution, tyt in

the phase space (0,x) behaves in time t like an incompressible fluid.

This equation for the distribution can be linearized in terms of the

perturbation by separating i|i into a stationary unperturbed function

i|j (x) which is a function only of the energy and a time-dependent

perturbed solution 4».(x,9,t) - that is,

i|Kx,9,t) » i|>o(x) + ipjCx^t) (6.98)

Substituting in the Vlasov equation we have to 1st order in the

perturbation

T U T X _ 0 (6 .99)

9 c Q y o3c

valid for arbitrary distribution i|) (x), assumed to be normalized so

that

J>o(x)dx - 1 . (6.100)

The line charge densities for the unperturbed and perturbed distribu-

tions respectively are

o o

where I is the average current, related to the number of particles,

N, by I » Nec/2nR.
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We look for a perturbed solution in the form of an expansion

in travelling waves exp{i(n6-ti)t)}. We find for the nth component of

the line density and induced electric field

t \ % t ̂  (6.101)
11

where we have introduced the longitudinal impedance Z.-Cw), which is

a function only of frequency (i.e. the coupling is taken to be trans-

lationally invariant, equivalent to distributing it evenly over the

circumference). With the travelling wave form for the distribution

function, the Vlasov equation becomes

( 6' 1 0 2 )

Integrating over the energy x, Fourier transforming, keeping the mode

n, we obtain

xMl-^°^/i^£?Ldx)-0 (6.103)
n *" 2irEo

 J i(ne-w)

Cancelling Xn(u) + 0, using § • -a)onx and defining the complex vari-

able

y » -ti)/ha)on (6.104)

we find the dispersion relation

i e I o rzlU ? *j>o/dx (6.105)
y-x
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The coherent frequency of the wave, to, has been defined in a reference

system moving with the central particle frequency, U . In the station-

ary laboratory reference system, the coherent frequency is (w + w )

and the angular phase velocity of the wave is C<0 + to )/n. The fre-

quency (D is in this formulation the coherent frequency shift from the

central particle frequency, to .

Coherent Frequency Shift for a Monochromatic Beam

In the case of a monochromatic beam centered at energy E ,

the normalised energy distribution function is a delta function:

(x) - <5(x)

The dispersion relation can be solved by integrating by parts, giving

h (6.106)
}

(o

We have two solutions and if the solution for the coherent frequency

shift u) has an imaginary component, then the two solutions correspond

to one damped wave and one growing wave. The coherent shift is given

by

M . ± M (V^ll)* (6.107)

If ZJJ is purely reactive, Z^ • iZj,

^ * (6-108>

If Zj. is capacitive (Z_ > o) as results from the beam space charge,

then below transition, T| < o and CO is real. However, above transi-
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tion, n changes sign and OJ becomes imaginary and one of the solutions

will therefore be unstable. This is the so called negative mass insta-

bility) where the beam can be unstable without a resistive impedance

component. If Zj is inductive (Z_ < o) as results from steps in cross

section of the metallic vacuum chamber, the negative mass instability

occurs below transition. If Z.. has a resistive component, Z_, one

of the solutions is always unstable for a raonoenergetic beam. The e-

f olding growth rate in this case is given by

(6.109)
J

o

Solution for a Rectangular Distribution (Waterbag Model]

For a rectangular distribution in energy, referred to as the

Waterbag Model, the normalized distribution function can be written

*«<*> " T - ( 0 ( x + 7 * i ) " e ( x -T x ->1 (6.110)
O * 4 £ X dm X

where 6(q) is the step function, 0 i f q < o and 1 i f q > o. The deriv-

ative of ij) is therefore

£ L . 1- (6(x + I Xi) - S(x - 1 Xi

where 6 is the Dirac Delta Function. The dispersion relation is i

diately solved, giving

1 ,
4 x i

(6.112)
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Writing

(5f 5 x. is the full relative energy spread),

o (6.114)

the coherent frequency shift u> can be expressed by

0) - ±(S2 + 2iSA)lj (6.115)

In the case of a purely resistive impedance, A is real and

b> - ± S fl + — I * e i q (6.116)

with

n . 1 frnn"1 ** (6.117)

q - -j tan |-

and A w elozll (6.118)
s 1TE nn6.2

O £

Recall that the two solutions are related to the two edges of the

coasting beam, the bottom and top of the energy spectrum. Following

the derivation it can be seen that the (+S) solution corresponds to

contributions mainly from the negative part of the energy spectrum

or the bottom of the distribution, thus assumes we are above transi-

ition, r\ > o. The real and imaginary solutions are

Re(to) - ± S (l + ^ - ) k cos {1 tan"1 ^ } (6.119)
S z 2 S
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± S (1 + ̂ ~ sin {± tan"1 ̂ } (6.120)
S2 2 S

The wave is a growing one if Im(o)) > o, meaning that the + sign corre-

sponds to antidamping. In other words the bottom of the stack sup-

ports growing oscillations. Similarly the top of the stack does

not and waves are damped. If A/S is small, we can write the wave

phase angular velocity and growth rate he antidamped solution

... * (6.121)

1 - W,.-> - A - eIozllMo (6.122)
T Im(a)> A 2 6

It is interesting that the growth rate is proportional to the phase

space density I /<5f and not to current itself.

Problem: Perform the same analysis for a complex impedance Z... • Z..

I R . I

+ iZ.., Z.. the resistive part (>o) and Z.. the reactive

past.

We can normalize the dispersion relation by introducing the

variable q * x/x. and the normalized distribution function

6(q). We have

/ * (x) dx - / G(q) dq - 1
% 1

for an original distribution of finite total energy spread x..

This gives for 6(q),

G(q) - 1/2 xx
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Defining t * 2y/x. • -2u>/na) T|x., the dispersion relation can

be written

-i2elo Z n . 1 dG/dq (6.123)

—_. _ L J J dq .
n -i t-q

Probleai Take a parabolic distribution

G(q) - 3/4 (1-q2) . (6.124)

show that

(o.l25)

• -| it {tan" -~ tan"1 -|-

where we have written

t - tR -

Instability corresponds to Im(u)) > o, that is tj > o. To

obtain the threshold we let t_ •»• o show that the integral

becomes

if -1 < tR < 1
(6.126)
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Find a similar expression if t_ is outside this range. Show

that instability cannot result for real frequencies outside

this range.

Write the threshold impedance Z.,/n « * function of t_:

1TTlEoxl2 I l^*2 tR l n h T t ^ " I ̂  i (6.127)

Plot the curve for Z.,/n as a function of t- in the complex Z.,/n plane.

Normalize it for example by taking the function in the curly brackets.

Find some limits by choosing selective points. For example, show that

the imaginary past of Z., at the threshold vanishes for t_ • 5/6.

Thus derive the impedance limit for this condition,

ll| < (o.4) H ^ i . <6-128>
n • el,,o

Similarly, show that the condition at t_ • o is

< (o.5) !£ .
O

Problem: Solve the dispersion relation for a squared parabola

c(q,. §
In general, we can approximate the 2,,/n limit with

i zn, . , ngp^i | (6.13D

o
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where the fora factor F is close to unity for realistic

energy distributions if we take for x. the full spread at

half-maximum.

E. The Microwave Instability

Observations over the last few years on the growth of beam

density fluctuations in proton rings have demonstrated the existence

of longitudinal instabilities of individual bunches at very high

frequencies. The frequencies involved are in the range from 1 to a

few GHz and so this type of instability has been referred to as a mi*

crowave instability. Similar types of instabilities are observed in

electron storage rings as "turbulent" bunch lengthening. These unsta-

ble conditions are unexpected since it is difficult to understand how

growing disturbances can propagate around a bunch from top to bottom

and so on. As we have seen, it is characteristic of longitudinal

instabilities that although disturbances may grow as they move along

the bottom of a beam, they will be equally damped as they run back

along the top. The answer then is that if the growth is slow enough

there will be no single bunch instability. However, if the distur-

bance can grow to a large enough value before it travels any great dis-

tance along the bunch, no damping can take effect and instability

is possible. A more quantative way of saying this is that the growth

of the disturbance should occur at a rate much larger than the

synchrotron frequency.

These considerations provide us with a simple model of how

the single bunch longitudinal instability could work. Assume we have

a fixed bunch with no internal motion other than that forced by the
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induced fields. That is, ignore synchrotron motion in the period of

instability onset. Assume that a particular travelling wave can de-

velop and move some distance along the bunch. Since the bunch line

density varies the wave should be modulated by the line density distri-

bution function of the bunch. This line of thinking has an

interesting implication in that for a "short time" period field energy

at many mode numbers can contribute to a given growing beam mode.

This effect therefore enhances the coupling impedance for a growing

mode in the bunch. In fact if the impedance is sufficiently broad

(i.e. low Q), the effective impedance can be enhanced by the bunching

factor fi.e. bunch length divided by the circumference].

It should be kept in mind that the frequency seen by the

hardware is determined by the mode number, i.e. approximately nto .

Thus, the involvement of many modes means a wide bandwidth for the

' coupling impedance. This distinction between the n dependence or w de-

pendence of the coupling impedance is not important if only a single

travelling wave is involved. With more than one wave involved, we

must use the proper functional dependence. It is presumed that the

whole bunch responds at a single frequency, <i), with many modes

involved, each with its own phase velocity.

Let 6 be the azimuthal position of a particle with respect

to a synchronous particle, the latter of energy E and angular revolu-

tion frequency to , and let x be the relative energy deviation from the

synchronous energy. The Vlasov equation for the distribution function

$(x,6,t), representing the local conservation of phase space density,

is
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< 6 a 3 2 )

The distribution function can be separated into a stationary

unperturbed solution ib (x,9) and a time dependent perturbed solution

o , ^ . t ) (6.133)

where for the bunch, the unperturbed solution is a function of 9 as

well as x. The unperturbed solution is determined by the action of

radiofrequency electric accelerating field, while the perturbed solu-

tion is dominated by the microwave frequency components of the beam

induced fi eIds.

Problem: Show that under the above assumptions the distribution equa-

tion separates into the unperturbed and perturbed equation

for a single particle bunch. Show that the unperturbed equa-

tion is,

(a) £ jWo + £ 3Vo m Q (6.134)

where

9 - - o)Qnx ,

and

x - - — 9 (6.135)

with the angular synchrotron frequency ft given by
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(b) V is the peak rf voltage, h is the harmonic number of

the rf system and v is wave number for the synchrotron mo-
3

tion. For a given bunch longitudinal phase space area A(eV-

sec) show that the rms bunch sizes are given by

x » fV» *°oft (6.137)
rms * 4 E

 J

and

o . f^L^'s (6.138)
rms *-4irv E^

We have taken the velocity 6 ^ 1 .

(c) Show that by separating tb into a product of functions

\|>o(x,6) - G(x) H(9) (6.139)

then the normalized solutions are

o (6.140)

H(6) - —=r exp(-(e2/292^a)) (6.141)
/2S0rms

where x and 6 can be taken to be the above values,
rms rms

(d) Show that the linearized perturbed equation is given by

. t 3*1 • 3ij>o m n (6 .142)
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where x • ec/E ea, with ea is the bunch induced elec-p o o o

trie field.

The line charge densities for the unperturbed and perturbed

distribution functions are

KW> " CT2) / *rt(x,9)dx (6.143)
o c •* o

and
X.(9,t) • (—) / i|;.(x,9,t)dx (6.144)

where I is the bunched current averaged over the circumference (i.e.

the dc current). With the picture of the microwave effect we have

been developing, we can assert the following:

- Look for a steady state solution of the form e , U) a fre-

quency shift in the reference system moving with the bunch.

Im(o)) > o means an exponentially growing solution near

threshold.

- The azimuthal dependence of i|>, reflects a single oscillation

mode, n , and also is proportional to the unperturbed bunch 9

distribution.

- The energy dependence of \p. can be separated off into a perturbed

function 6.(x).

Thus, \1>, can be expressed as
1

^ t ) - H(6) Gx(x) e
1 0^ 6"* 3 0 (6.145)

and the perturbed line density x.(0,t) is given by

XjO.t) - H(9) ei<no9-*>t)^ f ( 6 < 1 4 6 )

with
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Problem; Expand the perturbed electric field in the Fourier series

for the modes n,

eeC6,t) - 2 e n e
i ( n ( H l ) t ) . (6.148)

Show that if the field is expressed in terms of a transla-

tion invariant impedance kernel

Z(0) - Z Zn e
i n Q , (6.149)

n

then

en
d)_ j* i(n«~n)6 l

- — Xj Z n / H(e') e ° d6' , (6.150)

which gives

«=• - u ° ( 7 v * (6.151)

en 2IT Al Zn %

where i, • n - n and h. is the £th Fourier component of H(0),

K - f H(e') e ^ 9 ' de1 , (6.152)
and h * is the complex conjugate of h. . Show that for the

* Jo
above Gaussian bunch,

h - expfHlV /2} (6.153)

Problem; Compare the Fourier component of the induced f i e ld , e > in

the bunched beam case with that for the coasting beam. Show
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that for a travelling wave of mode n , the field component

e in the coasting beam case is

en 25 h Zn 6nno

with 5 is the Kronecker delta function. In this case anno

single beam mode n excites only a single field mode, while

in the bunched beam case, a single azimuthal beam mode, n ,

can excite nearby modes n in addition to n . For short

bunches, from the shape of h(n-n ), we can see that many

field modes may be excited by a single beam mode.

Problem; Start with the Vlasov equation for the perturbed distribu-

tion function ip-. Neglect terms odd in 0 as we intend to av-

erage over 9, the bunch azimuth, in the end. Show that the

resulting dispersion relation can be written

1 - - ieIo ffeff-, r dg/d* ^ (6.155)
2irr|E l nQ

 J J y-x

with

2 - 2 Z *-l-2Q™* . (6.156)
A-n-n, *

This dispersion relation is precisely the coasting beam re-

sult for the mode n with the coasting beam impedance Zn

replaced by Z ff. All the results from the coasting beam

analysis for the threshold and growth rate can thus be

carried over and apply to the single bunch fast instability.
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In particular the impedance limit for the microwave instability for

a single bunch is

o o

where the form factor F is close to unity for realistic

energy distributions if AE - (AE)., the full width at half

maximum in the center of the bunch.

Problem; In arriving at the dispersion relation (6.155), have you

taken any mathematically questionable steps? What do you

think this means relative to the physical asumptions used?

For example, that the instability is fast compared to the

synchroton motion so that the bunch 6 distribution remains

unchanged during the early development of the instability.

Problem: Show that near the threshold, Z --£ ztu>
 tne growth rate

a can roughly be expressed by

2TT(AE)h
(6.158)

Problem; If the coupling impedance is purely resistive and has a

broad resonance shape, we can approximate the Jl-th Fourier

component Z. (with 9, • n - n ) by

7 « 7 1 (6.159)
*l *R l+(2JlQ/no)*

where Q is the quality factor related to the decay rate of

the beam induced fields, Z R is the peak of the resistive inr-
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pedance, and n corresponds to the "frequency" peak of the

impedance. Show that for low Q, that is,

Q < 9 nrms o

Z .. is approximately

rms

where 6 is related to the bunching factor (bunch length/circum-rms

ference) and thus the dispersion relation looks like a local

application of the coasting beam result using peak current

and full bunch energy width: i . e . , the low Q result i s ,

, _ "™_±2 r£R) j- d G / d x ,_ (6.160)
2^17 ̂

where we have written I « (v̂ r/8 ) I , the peak bunch cur-
p rms o

rent. The threshold impedance Z ^ (i.e., Z ff at threshold)

can be expressed as

, z th i m „ ^Eo r
AET (6.161)

and the growth rate close to threshold as

0?2. «n fM] fZeff . D (6.162)
2ir o E h Z f e

Since Xrms " V " 9tas» "* ( A 6 )h " (8*n2)!* 9rms»
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Z e f f . (6.163)
F no erms h s 5 1J

Problem: Show that the impedance limit for Z_ is

,ZR, 2&n2 , n ( H o / e ) m .&* ( 6 . 1 6 4 )
1V limit " ~ F " ^ 7 " B l l ~ T

zns
where lo i s the fu l l bunch length (• 2/H Ro

(AE/E)_ i s the fu l l energy spread (• 2/% x _ ) and N_ i si rms o

the number of particles in the bunch.

Taking F £ 1, we have approximately

'"o1 l imit 2ecNB*B Ê T̂ *
(6.165)

Show also that,

o (6.166)

where a is the synchrontron frequency, am » v . OK.
8 S S O

Problem; Take an energy E • 20 TeV, the transition energy y • 100,

o
the number of particles per bunch, N. • 4.4 x 10 , the full

o

bunch length 50 cm, and the fu l l energy spread 1.9 x 1 0 .

Show that the limit | z n / n j * 0.8ft ( Z ^ = ZR at high

frequency).

For a ring radius R • 31 km, we have a revolution frequency

of 1.5 kHz. Also the angular length i s 9 " (*.„) /R
rms B "*•*"4.1 x 10 radians. Show that for n - 2000, an instability
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frequency of 3 GHz, the growth rate relative to the

synchrotron frequency is

%• ^ - 0 • C6-167)%

Thus many modes are possible since the |Z../n| limit is inde-

pendent of frequency. For the frequency high, in the micro-

wave frequency region, the growth rate will be an order-of-

magnitude faster than the synchrotron frequency if the

coupling impedance is a factor of 2 to 3 above threshold.

The result is valid for a broadband impedance (low Q) and is

described as a turbulent-type excitation.

Problem; Show that the microwave instability tends to be suppressed

for lower transition energy (weaker betatron focusing) and

higher rf voltage (or higher rf frequency). Is a feedback

mechanism possible to damp this type of instability?
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7. Multiple Coulomb Scattering of Protons in an Intense Beam

(Intra-Beam Scattering)

Particles in a beam can Coulomb-scatter off one another, leading

to the possibility of beam growth. The term "intrabeam scattering" is

used to designate multiple Coulomb scattering. The effect of this in-

teraction is a coupling of the mean betatron oscillation energies and

the longitudinal energy spread. The invariant emittances in the three

dimensions will change until a spherical shape in the beam rest frame

momentum space is reached. For the parameters of high energy hadron

colliders, this relaxation is characterized by a rapid increase in the

longitudinal beam area (momentum spread and bunch length). To avoid

this, sufficiently large transverse emittances must be used to reduce

the equilibrium longitudinal energy (in the center-of-mass) as well as

the rate of relaxation.

A nonrelativistic analysis in the beam c.a. system leads to ex-

pressions for the rate of change of the three beam parameters, vertical

and horizontal betatron emittances and momentum spread. The rate of

change of relative beam rms height a,,, betatron rms width o\_, and mo-

v np

mentum spread <y , have been derived by Piwinski (1974).* For bunched

beams, these rates are given by,

*Piwinski, IXth Internation Conference on High Energy Particle
Accelerators, p. 405.
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T p ap dt a'a'a

The quantities A, a, b, c and T can be expressed in terms of

8- , 6 , X - average values of the ring betatron parameters,

E. f E - horizontal and vertical normalized 95Z emittances, and

A. - longitudinal 951 invariant bunch area.

The beam rms sizes are related to the 95Z emittances by

(7.4)

[*&]",
and

a a » Is-p s 6irp

with the specific values of a (rms relative momentum spread) and a

(rms bunch length) determined by the radiofrequency voltage. Remember

that the horizontal beam size is really a combination of the betatron

size given and the size determined by the dispersion X and taomentum

spread. (For Guassian beams, these are added in quadrature.) The hor-

izontal size is given by,

£ & 41. (7-5)
Thus, we find for A, a, b, c and T:
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(7.6)

_1Q

with r * 1.54 x 10 m, the classical proton radius,

m * 938 MeV, the proton rest mass; and

N. the number of particles in each bunch;

ghB _ V h (7.7)

p p

h . (7.8)

(7.9)

It is sometimes convenient to use total bunch length, £_, and total

relative momentum spread, (Ap/p)_, related to O and (7 by I- • 2/6

ff , and (Ap/p)_ • l/Zc . It should be pointed out that the use of A.

in (7.6) should be interpreted »a a replacement for the product a a ,

given in (7.4), since the product is only the invariant bunch area in

the high voltage or small area case - i.e. in the elliptical bunch

case.

The function f is the three-dimensional integral,
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• ir 2u 2

f(a,b,c) - 2 / / / d0d<|>dr sin0exp{-r(cos 6+
/ / /
0 0 0

(a2cos2<J)+b2sin2(j))sin2e)}ln(c2r)(l-3cos2e).

Show that f satisfies the relations,

f(a,b,c) - f(b,a,c) (7.11)

f(a,b,c> + lj f(i,|,f) + ij f ^ f ,§) - 0 . (7.12)
a b

In the ease that the average horizontal and vertical 0 values as

well as the emittances are equal we have, b • 1. Then we can write

the rates in the form,

£ 3 t A
v v

1 1 ^ n 9

±- - j r j t 2 - -2a*ATf(l,a,c) , and (7.14)
P P

~ - r±- - j ^ - (l-2a2(l-T))Af(l,a,c) , (7.15)
Th ffh8 a c

where we have used the relation,

(ppf) - -2a2f(l,a,c) . (7.16)

Problem; 7.1

(a) Show that f(l,a,c) can be expressed as

f(l,a,c) - 16 / dre"r / dx
0 0 0
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(b) Perform the $ integration. With the definition

of the Bessel function IQ(ct),

it

then

1

IJa) - i / dkeacosk ,

2 N -a.f(l,a,c) - 8ir J dre"r / dx(l-3x )An(c r)e"tXI (a) ,
0 0 °

with a - r(a2-l)(l-x2)/2.

(c) For large a, use the asymptotic form of the

Bessel function,

a
I (a) * - ^ .

Perform the x integration to arrive at

r3/2 7 dr e"rAn(c2r)T-{ ~^

(d) For large values of c as well, show that we have

approximately,

f( l ,a ,c):
large a,c a

Thus, the rates can be written,
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4TT2&ncA

1 2
— • 8ir TftacAa, and

P

Th

• 8ir2(l-T)JUicAa ( i f T is not too close to 1)

Problem: 7.2

(a) Take the parameters for the 20 TeV, 10 Tesla

collider:

E - 20 TeV, y " 21, 322, 8 - 1 ;

E • E - l u x 10~ rad-m;

8. - 8 y » R/V - 50.89m ( R - 10.56 km, V - 207.5),

X » R/V2 • 0.245m, and
P

A. • 0.5 eV-sec,

"5( p / p ) T - 4.2 x 10

* T « 0.22m
Q

N. * 4.4 x 10 particles per bunch.

Show that A - 3.551 x 10 /hour,

T - 0.989,

a - 980.12, (b - 1) and

c - 2.95 x 104.

(b) Using the large a,c expressions, this gives
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:p » -1.47 x lO^/hour ,
v

— » +2.79/hour, and
P

— - +3.11 x 10"2/hour .
Th

Thus, with these initial parameters, the

momentum spread increases at the rate of almost 300Z per hour.

(c) Do the f integral by computer and compare your an-

swers for the rates. They should be quite close.

Problem; 7.3

(a) Using the large a expressions for the rates we

can find approximate scaling laws. Specifically, show that (with E

the normalized emittance),

(b) By how much would you change A. in order to satis-

factorily reduce the growth rate of the momentum spread? Would you in-

crease the transverse emittance? What is the impact on luminosity, in-

teraction length and beam-beam strength?

(c) What if you did nothing? Would the beam growth

rate automatically reduce as the momentum spread grew? Would there be
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other effects of such a procedure? For example, what would be the r~ •

pact of fluctuating tune caused by these momentum fluctuations and

mediated by the ring chromaticity?

Problem; 7.4

A beam experiment at the SFS pp collider has yielded

the following results. Three proton bunches, I, II and III, were kept

circulating for about 8 hours. During this period growth rates were

measured for bunch length and for horizontal emittance. Listed are

E. , the horizontal normalized emittance (2a),

N. , the number of particles in the bunch,

iffle , the bunch length (4o),

1/T B, the measured growth rate for the bunch length,x»

1/T. , the measured grov>di rate for the horizontaln

emittance.

Results:

Bunch

I

II

III

E^(rad-m)

15* x 10"6

17.2-rr x lO"6

15.5ir x 10"6

1

8.5

1.24

2

X

X

X

1O10

1O11

1O10

I

2.3

2

2

.42

.56

(sec)

xlO"9

xlO"9

xlO"9

T.(hrs)

19.6

21.6

147

32

33

112

hrs)

.8

.0

*We would like to thank L. Evans of CERM for providing us with the
experimental results and the details of SPS operation.
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The vertical emittance is the same as the horizontal since SPS

operation is near the coupling line (v - V- • 1). That is, we take

Eh " Ev '

Assume the following SPS operating parameters:

8 h • Bv (average) - R/v • 41.2 m

V - 26.7

R - 1100 m

X » R/v2 - 1.78 m
P

V - 23.7

R - 1000 m

[contribution to average dispersion is only from cells)

V (peak voltage) - 3.8 MV

h * 4620 (harmonic number)

<J> • 0 (stable phase angle)

Yt_ * 23.3 (transition gamma)

p - 270 GeV/c, y - 287.85

Ti - l/y2r - 1/Y
2 (phase slip factor) - 1.83 x 10~3

(a) Analyze the rf bunch characteristics. Show that the bucket

area is 1.765 eV-aec, the maximum momentum spread of the bucket is ±1.029

x 10 , and the total bucket length - 1.496 m » 4.987 nsec. Use the

partial bucket filling analysis of Cole and Morton to show that in

case I, from the measured bunch length of 2.3 nsec,

Bunch Area (actual) • 0.915 eV-sec

a - 3.254 x 10"4
P

<r - 0.1725 m
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The trajectories in this case are not ellipses, while the development

of the intra-beam scattering theory assumes elliptical trajectories

in phase space. If we take a and a from the measurement and compute
P s

an elliptical trajectory, we get,

^ ^ 2 » 0.9522 eV-sec (case I) .

Since these are different, which should we use? We could argue that

since the actual phase space density is important, then the "actual"

area should be used.

(b) Show that the 952 emittances used in the growth rate for-

mulas are 50% higher than the measured 2a emittances.

(c) Calculate the parameters A, T, a, b, and c. Show that for

case I:

A - 5.484 x lO^/hour,

T - 0.615

a - 20.058

c - 2.333 x 104.

Thus show that the computed growth times are:

i " T- • 22.71 hours (l9.6 hrs. measured)
P *

T. • 36.34 hours (32.8 hours measured)

(d) Show that for case II the results are:

T "21.17 hours (21.6 hours measured)
P '

Tu * 36.13 hours (33.0 hours measured)
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(e) Show that for case III the results are:

T • 106.7 hours (l47 hours measured)
P

T. • 151.3 hours (ll2 hours measured)

(£) Can you explain the fact that cases I and II show devia-

tions from theory on the order of 102 while case III is much worse?

(g) The Piwinski theory presented here neglects the 0-function

variation in the lattice. It can be shown that a 1st order correction

is the replacement:

(take averages)

where OL • - -rf3. •

Show that for standard cell-type lattices with dispersion-free

insertions, the correction is small.

(h) What is the theoretical vertical emittance growth rate?

Compare this to the growth rate of momentum spread and horizontal

emittance. Is this consistent with the observation that horizontal

and vertical emittances are the same?

8. Synchrotron Radiation

Because of the strong dependence of charged particle radiation

in a magnetic guide field on the particle mass, proton radiation is

generally negligible. Even for multi TeV hadron colliders in high mag-

netic fields OlO Tesla), radiation effects compared to existing and

planned electron storage rings are very small. However, there are cer-

tain features of hadron colliders that differ considerably from elec-
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tron colliders; in particular, the beam lifetime requirement is gener-

ally longer and the power dissipated by the beam might have to be

deposited in a 4°K environment. Thus the importance of radiation

damping rates and radiated power could appear at levels much lower

than in electron rings.

Each particle in the ring of magnetic radius of curvature, p,

radiates synchrotron energy at the rate (loss per turn),

4 j 4B (8.1)
Do " i * p y Eo '

where E is the proton rest energy. For N circulating protons in a

ring of circumference 2irR and at relativistic energies, the average

power radiated by the beam is,

(8.2)

The damping time constant for energy oscillations is approxi-

mately given by the revolution period, T, divided by the relative

energy loss of a particle per turn:

» JE_ 2nRE (8.3)
TE U cU »

o o

where E • yE is the total particle energy. The damping times for

radial and vertical betatron oscillations are just twice the damping

time for energy oscillations.

The radiation spectrum is described in terms of a characteristic

energy, which can be expressed by
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- „ 3 kcyf. (8.4)
Ec 2 p '

where, H is Planck's constant divided by 2ir (k - 6.85 z 10~ eV-s).

Because the particle radiates in discrete quanta, the radiation

damping is countered by a noise-like diffusion, leading to an equilib-

riua energy spread and an equilibrium horizontal emittance. In many

damping times, the vertical beam size will be determined by magnetic

coupling from the horizontal plane, since there is essentially no limit

to the vertical damping from quantum emission.

In a storage ring with an isomagnetic guide field, that is made

up of bending magnets and straight sections, the equilibrium rms rela-

tive energy spread, O , is given by

Jl m , 55 kc* Y
2 (8.5)

The equilibrium value of the horizontal z&s betatron width can be
2

expressed in terms of (X by

? \ & , 2 . 2 2 (8.6)h V J P

The equilibrium horizontal normalized emittance, related to a. o by
tip

is therefore given by
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12irSvR 3. (8.8)

P rob lea: 8.1

Take the parameters for the 20 TeV, 10 Tesla coll ider;

Ring Parameters

E - 20 TeV, Y - 21,322 (0 - 1 ) ,

B » 10 Tesla, p * 6652.0 (magnetic radius of curvature),

E * 938 MeV (proton rest energy)

-18
r • 1.54 x 10 • (classical proton radius)
P

R • 10.56 ka (average radius)

Beam

R/vh

207.5

Paraa

- 50.89a

eters

E. • lir x 10 rad-a (input transverse eaittance)

A. • 0.5 eV-sec (input longitudinal invariant bunch area)

<T - 1/2/5 (Ap/p)T - 8.57 x 10"
6 (input)

a • 1/2/6 1 « 44.9an (input ras bunch length)

N. • 4.4 x 10 (particle* per bunch: for a aean num-

ber of nuclear events per bunch collision of 1)

12N " 9.7 x 10 (2212 bunches, corresponding to an av-

. . . tA32 -2 -K
erage luainosity, 10 ca sec )

(a) Show that the energy loss per turn, U • 188.0 keV.

(b) Show that the revolution frequency is 4.52 kHz

—12
and that the average power radiated per particle is 135.97 x 10

watts. Show then that the average power radiated per bunch is 598.3

x 10 watts*
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(c) The condition for a mean number of events per

bunch collision being 1 is that the luminosity per bunch collision is

25 —210 cm . Show that the corresponding average luminosity is 4.52 x

28 —2 —1 32 —2

10 cm sec . Thus to obtain an average luminosity of 10 cm

sec t we need 2212 bunches. Show that for this luminosity the power

radiated per beam is 1.32 kW. Show that this corresponds to a bunch

separation of 30m.

(d) If this pover were dissipated in cold walls at

4°K, how much electric power would be required to remove this heat?

Does this represent a problem? If we had a different design which

required many more particles, when would we encounter a problem in

dissipating the radiation power? What special steps would have to

be taken?

(e) What is the characteristic energy of the radiated

photons? (Show that E • 449.2 eV.) Are there any problems related

to this type of radiation being dissipated in the accelerator environ-

ment in a small angle in the median plane? Are there any advantages?

Problem; 8.2

(a) With an energy loss per turn of 188.0 keV and a

revolution period of 221.1 usec, show that the damping time for energy

oscillations is T E • 23.5 x 10 sec - 6.54 hours.

(b) Show that the equilibrium relative momentum
—6

spread, a (equilibrium) • 2.726 x 10 . Since the input a • 8.57 x
-610 , describe what will happen after the beam is accelerated to 20

TeV? If it is injected at 2 TeV, will the same description apply? Ex-
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plain. Assume no other effect, such as the microwave, fast longitudi-

nal instability, dominates.

(c) Show that the equilibrium transverse emittance,

—9E, (equilibrium) * 2.25ir x 10 rad-m. This is much smaller than the

input emittance, E. « lir x 10 rad-m. Since the transverse damping

time is twice the synchrotron oscillation damping time, the relaxation

towards the small emittance will occur with a damping time of 13.1

hours. Using these numbers, introduce some other effects, assuming a

variety of levels, and describe qualitatively the general behavior of

the beam.

9. Conclusions

We have considered some of the implications resulting from the

design of a new high energy hadron-hadron collider using existing tech-

nology. So far two colliders have been in operation: the ISR, a 2-

ring proton-proton collider in the energy range of 30 GeV x 30 GeV,

and the SPS, a single ring proton-antiproton collider in the energy

range of 270 GeV x 270 GeV. At present the Tevatron I project at

Fermilab is under construction with a projected center-of-majs energy

in the 2 TeV range, using proton-antiproton collisions (at 1 TeV x 1

TeV) in a single superconducting magnet ring of average radius 1 km

(the Energy Saver Riag). This facility is expected Co be operational

in late 1986. The question facing the high energy physics community

is: What is the next step in energy?

If we conclude that a factor of 20 or so would have great bene-

fit, then it is not out of the question to consider extrapolating

existing concepts. Thus, if we simply increased the size of present
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rings, this energy range could be achieved with a ring of 20 km aver-

age radius, assuming fields in the 4-5 Tesla region. Within the

bounds of existing technology, one can attempt to optimize a design of

this scale on cost arguments. In particular, we could investigate the

relative cost of size (real estate and tunnel) versus magnetic field.

Thus, we might compare this 5 Tesla ring with a larger 2.5 Tesla ring

and a smaller 10 Tesla ring. The advantage of the former relates to

the mass fabrication of small inexpensive magnets with ultra-simple

operating capability, while the advantage of the high magnetic field

is the minimization of real estate costs. The 2.5 Tesla design would

require a ring of approximately 40 km and for the 10 Tesla design this

would decrease to 10 km. The important point is that the choice of a

ring of 10, 20 or 40 km radius is not so much dictated by the develop-

ment of a new magnet technology but by a cost optimization. In any

case, hadron colliders are within the current technology limit and the

major pre-construetion activity will be in the engineering and cost re-

duction areas.

The building of an accelerator is a somewhat elaborate

enterprise and machine builders perform a large variety of activities.

In the design stage, determinations are made of (1) the limits on the

beam parameters such as current and density, (2) the optimal perfor-

mance characteristics, which sets the potential of physics output, and

(3) the technology needs, involving component development, fabrication

of prototypes and refining engineering details and costs. The next

stage is construction during which there is an emphasis on management

functions - including the management of costs, schedules and technical
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performance of components; and the management of changes in the accel-

erator design and coordination with the changing needs of the high

energy physics community, with its implications relative to the major

construction items such as tunnels, experimental halls and support

buildings.

Finally, machine builders must appreciate the total nature of

the enterprise and be capable of communicating this to the high energy

physics community and the society at large. This is becoming increas-

ingly more important as accelerator projects become more elaborate and

more costly. We must be able to respond to a variety of provocative

questions such as: Why should HEP be supported at all? What are the

positive social impacts and what are the social spin-offs? Do we have

an excellent track record, thus enhancing our credibility? We should

keep in mind that as we seek ever larger amounts of funds, we become

increasingly more visible and our credibility and our articulation of

the importance of high energy physics must be continually reinforced

if we are to succeed in our efforts to obtain public support. To con-

vince society that high energy physics deserves resources in the

funding range of 1 / 3 billion dollars, it id clear that we need a

strong and articulate leadership, and perhaps even more importantly an

enthusiastic and unified community.
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